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Summary 

More than 99% of the visual information is sampled by peripheral vision. Despite covering 

the majority of the visual field, the peripheral vision offers lower visual resolution than the fovea, 

that is responsible from gathering high resolution information from the central visual field. 

Although visual sensitivity changes drastically across the retina as a function of eccentricity, our 

visual experiences appear to be homogeneous. This apparent visual homogeneity is achieved by 

our visual system striving to optimize information gathering and minimize biological costs. To this 

end, the visual system uses various heuristics stemming from priors and expectations while 

dividing the labor of gathering information between available sensory systems. The aim of this 

dissertation is to provide an account of how various sensory mechanisms support peripheral vision. 

Particularly, in three studies, it investigated how peripheral vision and the execution of peripheral 

tasks are supported by transsaccadic learning and prediction, neural feedbacks providing additional 

processing resources, and supplementary information from other senses.   

Study I investigated how transsaccadic learning and object predictions of familiar objects 

supports peripheral vision. Through transsaccadic learning the visual system associates how the 

appearance of an object or a feature change from periphery to fovea. Using these object specific 

associations visual system generates predictions about these objects and how they would look like 

at different eccentricities. In addition, through lifelong experience on how object appearance 

changes as a function of eccentricity, the visual system could generate predictions even for novel 

objects. However, it was unclear whether object specific predictions reserved for familiar objects 

provide an advantage over general predictions that are also available for novel objects in visual 

tasks. Study I addressed this question in two experiments where observers unknowingly 

familiarized with a subset of the objects by performing a sham task that required them to make 

saccades to these objects. On the following day, they either performed a peripheral-foveal matching 

or transsaccadic change detection task with familiarized and novel objects. We found that the 

presence of familiar objects improved the performance in both tasks by providing more precise 

object specific predictions from previous peripheral-foveal associations that generalize across the 

visual hemifields. Thus, Study I shows that object specific predictions unique to familiar objects 

provide additional support to the peripheral vision and execution of peripheral tasks. 

Study II investigated a neural feedback mechanism that allows peripheral information to be 

processed in the fovea retinotopic cortex and supports peripheral discrimination. The support of 
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the foveal-feedback mechanism in peripheral discrimination can be impaired when a foveal input 

is presented asynchronously with peripheral targets. However, it was not clear whether the 

peripheral object information has to compete with the foveal input for the same neural resources, 

or if it is masked by it. Study II tested both explanations with a peripheral letter discrimination 

using both novel and familiar characters. Crucially, we manipulated the spatial frequency 

compositions of the foveal noise. Thus, if the foveal noise is masking the foveal-feedback, we 

would expect the efficiency of the foveal noises to vary depending on the amount of shared spatial 

frequency with the peripheral characters. Alternatively, if foveal noise is competing with the 

foveal-feedback, we would expect a more general effect of foveal noise independent from how 

they are similar to the peripheral characters. We found that low spatial frequency foveal noise was 

more effective at impairing the peripheral discrimination of both familiar and novel characters, 

indicating a frequency specific masking of foveal-feedback. We follow-up this result with a control 

experiment where the low and medium spatial frequency noises were presented overlappingly with 

the peripheral and foveal characters. As anticipated, we found that low frequencies were more 

effective at masking peripheral characters than medium frequencies while the opposite pattern was 

true for the foveal characters. Additionally, behavioral oscillation analyses suggested that the 

masking of foveal-feedback is periodic at around 5 Hz. Thus, Study II shows that the peripheral 

discrimination of both novel and familiar objects is supported by a foveal-feedback mechanism 

that periodically processes peripheral information and subjects to masking.   

Study III investigated how imprecise peripheral information can be combined with sensory 

information from other modalities. More specifically, virtual and augmented reality applications 

are promising for augmenting user performance and experience by providing supplementary 

information across senses. However, one major bottleneck for these applications is to supplement 

information within a tight spatiotemporal window across different sensory modalities. Therefore, 

if and how spatiotemporally incongruent information from different sources is an important 

theoretical question with direct implications. Study III addressed this question by testing how 

imprecise peripheral information can be combined with supplementary tactile information when 

they are spatially and temporally incongruent. Using a custom-built setup, observers performed 

visual displacement judgments with or without spatially or temporally incongruent or congruent 

tactile displacement cues. Using their performance in the visual only condition, we modeled how 

observers combine visual and tactile information in the visuotactile conditions. We found that the 

combination weights systematically shifted towards tactile cues under temporal incongruency 
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compared to congruency condition. In contrast, spatial incongruency altered how visual and tactile 

information are combined and hinted possible individual differences in cue combination strategies. 

Thus, the weighting of visual and tactile information is modulated and altered by spatial and 

temporal incongruency which might have important consequences for multisensory applications. 

Nevertheless, Study III suggests that despite large temporal and spatial incongruencies tactile cues 

can supplement peripheral visual information.  

In three studies, this dissertation seeks to understand how peripheral vision is supported by 

diverse neural and sensory mechanisms. In particular, peripheral vision is supported by precise 

object associations for familiar objects that are acquired through transsaccadic learning. These 

familiar object associations benefit peripheral matching and transsaccadic change detection by 

providing more precise peripheral to foveal and foveal to peripheral predictions than the general 

predictions available also for novel objects. Regardless of their familiarity, the peripheral 

discrimination of objects is also supported by a foveal-feedback mechanism that periodically 

processes peripheral object information in the foveal retinotopic areas. However, the processing of 

peripheral information is prone to masking by delayed foveal inputs with matching spatial 

frequency composition as the peripheral object. On the other hand, supplementary tactile 

information can be combined with imprecise peripheral information despite spatiotemporal 

incongruencies. However, while temporal incongruencies shift the weighting of visual and tactile 

information, spatial incongruencies can alter combination strategies differently across different 

individuals. In conclusion, these sensory interactions between peripheral vision and other sensory 

mechanisms support peripheral vision and offer better peripheral estimates for performing various 

tasks.  
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Introduction 

When we open our eyes, we immediately gain an abundant amount of information about 

our environment. Vision gives us an instant access about objects in the environment: how they are 

shaped, what color they are, what they are made of, whether they are stationary or not. While we 

experience the flow of visual information like watching a video, we rarely notice or have access to 

intricate mechanisms that afford us to have a stable and homogenous visual experience. Behind 

this video like flow, lies an effort to estimate and approximate the surrounding world through 

complex neural computations. Hence, the visual system provides us with an impression of a world 

that is not always consistent with the world we live in. During most of our daily lives, we rarely 

notice the difference between our visual experience and the veridical world and how fallible is the 

visual system. When we do, we call these occurrences illusions and study them to better understand 

how our visual experiences are fabricated. These impressions are affected by our beliefs and 

assumptions but most importantly by our perceptual system’s goal of effectively gathering 

information with minimum cost. 

The dual mandate of the visual system striving to optimize information gain and the 

biological cost is one of the key factors that sets a part visual perception from a video recording. 

For this, the visual system relies on various anatomical structures and neural mechanisms to process 

an incoming light (for a review see Stewart, Valsecchi, & Schütz, 2019). An incoming photon first 

received by the cornea, a concave structure that focuses the incoming light towards the pupil and 

the lens. Then the pupil, analogous to camera aperture, adjusts how much light will be let to enter 

the eye by contracting and dilating. Next, the lens further focuses light by stretching or shrinking 

depending on the focusing distance. Finally, the light arrives at the next major structure, the retina. 

The retina can be divided into three functional subsections: optic disc, fovea, and the periphery. 

The human retina is inverted in a sense that the light has to first travel through blood vessel and 

neural structures before reaching to the photoreceptors located far back. This inverted organization 

necessitates an opening for the ganglion cell axons to exit the eyeball.  The optic disc provides this 

exit point but in return this part of the retina is vacant from photoreceptors. This creates a blind 

spot in the visual field (Mariotte 1668 cited in Mariotte, 1740; Ferree & Rand, 1912; Watanabe, 

1958). The fovea is located centrally in macula and responsible for less than 1% of the visual field. 

It has the highest cone photoreceptor density in the retina but in return it does not contain any rod 

photoreceptors (Curcio et al., 1990; Oesterberg, 1935). Crucially, the high ratio of ganglion cells 
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per photoreceptor affords the fovea to have high-resolution (Virsu & Rovamo, 1979). In contrast, 

the rest of the retina, periphery, covers more than 99% of the visual field but it is mainly populated 

by rods. More importantly, the ratio of ganglion cells per photoreceptor gradually reduces with 

increasing eccentricity. The varying rate of ganglion connectivity leads to the overrepresentation 

of central visual field throughout the visual processing. The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), an 

important hub for parsing and relaying visual information from retinal ganglion cells to early visual 

cortex (Weyand, 2016), shows this characteristic by having exponentially more cellular structure 

allocated for smaller eccentricities (Malpeli & Baker, 1975). Another major structure, V1, 

continues to show retinotopic organization and cortical magnification (Benson et al., 2021). Thus, 

overrepresentation of central visual field continues along the further in visual processes by cortical 

structures that either continue to show cortical magnification or receiving input from such areas.  

While the visual perception is heavily biased by the information sampled with the central 

vision including the fovea, the visual system benefits from having two modes of visual information 

provided by periphery and fovea. For instance, only periphery contains rod receptors that are more 

sensitive to light and primary supplier of visual information under scotopic conditions (Zele & Cao, 

2015). Another distinction between visual information sampled by fovea and periphery is the 

degree of visual detail. The peripheral vision is characterized by reduced overall contrast sensitivity 

compared to fovea with abrupt cut-offs for higher frequencies (Pointer & Hess, 1989; Robson & 

Graham, 1981). One reason for the lower contrast sensitivity in the periphery compared to fovea 

arises from the larger receptive fields of the retinal ganglion cells in the periphery and linearly 

related to degree of cortical magnification (Virsu & Rovamo, 1979). The reduced cortical 

representation of peripheral information does not afford high acuity information from the 

peripheral retina and contributes to crowding (Kwon & Liu, 2019). This leads to a pooling of 

peripheral information that provides summary statistics about the visual environment (Rosenholtz 

et al., 2012). Thus, peripheral vision delivers coarse information about the environment at a low 

biological cost (lesser energy consumption due to lower ganglion cell connectivity). Therefore, 

there is a division of labor between fovea and periphery that affords the visual system a capacity 

to sample fine visual information via fovea while having a coarse information about the overall 

visual environment.  

This division of labor extends to other modalities as peripheral vision provides information 

about the environment at a glance while slower sensory information from other modalities provides 
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fine tune adjustments for action planning and final perceptual estimates (Vater et al., 2022). For 

instance, the visual system guides manually tracking or intercepting moving targets with eye 

movements (Fooken et al., 2021). By covering a large portion of the visual field, peripheral vision 

allows monitoring of multiple objects, when the visual information required for the task can be 

resolvable in the periphery (Cámara et al., 2020). 

Another major advantage of dividing labor across senses is that combining information 

across senses can provide better overall estimate of the environment. The reliability of the sensory 

information is constrained by both sensory and environmental factors. The sensory constraints 

include the inherently noisy measurements of physical properties and the physiological resolution 

limits such as cone density or rate of ganglion cell connectivity. Combined with external factors 

like low lightning conditions, sensory estimates from individual modalities might be unreliable. In 

order to obtain more reliable measurements, these individually less reliable estimates can be 

combined or integrated (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004). Thus, there exists a larger division of labor 

between all perceptual systems for reliably estimating the physical world by collecting 

complimentary as well as redundant information from the environment. 

A major contribution of peripheral vision for generating reliable estimates in visual and 

multisensory perception is to economically sample information from a large visual field. In return, 

when the peripheral resolution is not adequate for the task at hand, other more reliable sources of 

information such as foveal vision and other senses can support the peripheral tasks by 

supplementing information or processing power. The aim of this dissertation is to investigate how 

these divisions of labor between peripheral vision and other sensory mechanisms support peripheral 

vision. More specifically, the subsequent sections will describe how peripheral and foveal 

information are associated through saccades for providing prediction about peripheral objects, how 

foveal feedback processes supports the discrimination of peripheral objects, and how tactile cues 

influence peripheral visual displacement judgments.  

Transsaccadic learning and peripheral-foveal associations 

Humans execute ballistic eye movements called saccades three to four times per second 

(Rayner, 1998). As a result, fovea is shifted to various locations of interest in visual scenes. This 

allows us to sample high resolution information from a portion of the field larger than the actual 

size of the fovea. More importantly, by executing saccades to the different regions of the visual 
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scene, the visual system obtains both low resolution information from periphery and higher-

resolution information from fovea for the same object of interest. Thus, the visual processing of 

saccade targets begins in the periphery. However, each saccade destabilizes visual perception by 

shifting the retinotopic coordinates of the object without any real change in spatial (world) 

coordinates. To keep the perceptual stable, visual system remaps the visual scene when it is 

preparing for the next saccade (Duhamel et al., 1992; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Kusunoki & Goldberg, 

2003; Umeno & Goldberg, 2001; Walker et al., 1995, see also Cavanagh et al., 2010). When a 

saccade is planned, receptive fields are shifted to the saccade target to preemptively process the 

object if the object falls to those receptive fields after the saccade. While this stabilizes object 

position in retinotopic coordinates, object features are also transferred with remapping (Melcher, 

2005, 2007, see also Melcher, 2011). 

The remapping of object features with each impending saccade is one of the gateways for 

facilitating the division of labor between peripheral and foveal vision. Through remapping, when 

a saccade is planned and executed towards a peripheral object, the presaccadic object information 

sampled by the periphery is linked to the postsaccadic object information sampled by the fovea 

(Zirnsak & Moore, 2014). Within the ideomotor framework, this establishes a crucial link between 

saccades and their perceptual consequences. According to the ideomotor framework, coupling 

actions and their sensory consequences can allow learning the sensory outcomes of one’s action 

(Shin et al., 2010 ; see also Moeller & Pfister, 2022; Pfister, 2019). In return, the associative 

learning of actions and their consequences creates a wealth of experience that can be used to 

generate predictions about the outcomes of the planned action (Herwig & Schneider, 2014). Thus, 

allowing planning of actions to yield the desired sensory outcome based on the predictions 

generated from previous experiences. This has a fundamental role in everyday actions such as 

knowing how far to reach or how much force grip one should apply to a wine glass for picking it 

up without breaking it.  

For vision, one benefit of associating actions with their sensory outcomes is that it can be 

used to optimize saccade planning. For instance, saccade end point can be planned and adapted by 

the expected informational value of the presaccadic target (Schütz et al., 2012; Wolf et al., 2019). 

For novel scenes, objects, or tasks, however, this can be achieved by relying on the predictions 

generated based on the previous action outcomes. This is a highly desirable strategy for the visual 

system to follow as it can economize information sampling by collecting fast but low-resolution 
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information from periphery while analyzing foveal information with scrutiny (Ludwig et al., 2014). 

The general predictions stemming from the overall visual experience can serve both foveal and 

peripheral vision. If the task requires scanning of most of the visual scene as in visual search, or if 

the object of interest can be resolvable in the periphery, the visual system can economize saccades 

by collecting information primarily with the peripheral vision. In contrast, if the task requires 

decisions based on fine-grain details like in radiological evaluations (e.g., discriminating benign 

from malignant tissues), the visual system can adapt its saccade planning for minimizing saccade 

errors (Lisi et al., 2019) and sample foveal information guided by action-consequence predictions 

(Herwig & Schneider, 2014). 

Besides optimizing visual scanning and processing of novel objects, action-consequence 

pairs provide object or feature specific predictions about familiar items in visual scenes. The visual 

system can transsaccadically learn how the appearance of specific objects or features change with 

each saccade and use this information for generating object or feature specific predictions. For 

instance, Valsecchi & Gegenfurtner (2016) showed that perceptual estimations are shaped by the 

peripheral-foveal predictions and can be altered upon establishing a new action-consequence 

association. More specifically, they showed that size estimations can be re-calibrated when the size 

of the objects were systematically changed across saccades. First, observers acquired new action-

consequence coupling by comparing the size of a central and peripheral stimulus. Critically, after 

the size comparison, they had to execute a saccade to the peripheral object which changed it size 

during saccade unbeknownst to the observers. Thus, observers transsaccadically either learned that 

object size is over or underestimated in periphery relative to fovea. This re-calibration of object 

size led to a bias in subsequent size estimations consistent with the newly acquired peripheral-

foveal associations. 

In their seminal work Herwig & Schneider (2014), propose a transsaccadic learning 

mechanism able to generate object-specific predictions by associating peripheral and foveal object 

information belonging to the same object. The transsaccadic association of objects then can be used 

generate predictions about what is like to see an object in different viewing conditions. They 

showed that these predictions support peripheral object recognition and visual search. More 

specifically, the transsaccadic feature prediction mechanism can help recognizing peripheral 

objects by making predictions about what it would be like to see the same object more foveally. 

Similarly, it can facilitate visual search by generating predictions about what it would be like to 
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see the search target peripherally. Hence, the transsaccadic feature prediction mechanism could 

generate predictions from the peripheral visual input about the foveal object information as well as 

from foveal visual input to generate predictions about peripheral object information. Subsequent 

studies have shown that these predictions contribute to discrimination of simple shapes (Herwig, 

2015), spatial frequency gratings (Herwig et al., 2018; Herwig & Schneider, 2014), as well as 

complex daily life objects (Osterbrink & Herwig, 2019, 2021) and faces (Osterbrink & Herwig, 

2021).  

An important question is whether these predictions are limited to the location of acquisition 

or can generalize to other locations. Considering the retinotopic organization found in visual areas, 

it is reasonable to assume that the peripheral and foveal information are associated and provide 

predictions in a retinotopic manner. On one hand, if such predictions can only be used for specific 

retinotopic coordinates, then the visual system would need to store multiple instances of the same 

association for different retinotopic coordinates. On the other hand, if the peripheral and foveal 

associations can be extrapolated to provide predictions generalizable to other retinotopic 

coordinates, this would provide a greater flexibility and less redundancy but may require using 

more computational resources for calculating complex extrapolations (Osterbrink & Herwig, 

2023). Both arguments found support from behavioral studies showing either generalization or 

location specificity. The participants in the study of Herwig, Weiss, & Schneider (2018) acquired 

arbitrary object associations where spatial frequency of the objects differ between peripheral and 

foveal percepts. In the subsequent test phase, they performed a spatial discrimination task with 

objects that are located in the same spatial and/or retinotopic locations as the objects in the 

acquisition phase or in different locations. The authors found that only targets located in the same 

retinotopic coordinates bias the perceptual judgments consistent with the location specificity and 

redundancy argument. In contrast, Valsecchi & Gegenfurtner (2016) found that the arbitrary object 

associations suggesting a difference in peripheral and foveal size estimation, bias subsequent size 

estimations for objects located at the same location as in the acquisition as well as at the opposite 

visual hemifield. Although these results seem conflicting, their divergence might be explained by 

the differences in designs. Perhaps the most important difference between studies is the stimuli 

they employed. In one hand, Valsecchi & Gegenfurtner (2016) manipulated the object size that is 

expected to be perceived similarly at opposite hemifields with the same eccentricity. On the other 

hand, Herwig, Weiss, & Schneider (2018) manipulated the spatial frequency objects, which can be 
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perceived drastically different in periphery and fovea. Therefore, the visual system already expects 

some discrepancy between the peripheral and foveal objects.  

The location specificity of transsaccadic learning and feature predictions are still an open 

debate. However, in either case, these mechanisms portray how the visual system benefits from 

having two different sources of visual information. The division of labor between the peripheral 

and foveal vision is clearly advantageous for quickly collecting coarse information from visual 

scenes and using this information for identifying regions of interest that require further processing 

by fovea. 

Foveal retinotopic cortex supplements peripheral object recognition 

While the eye movements provide a unique tool for the visual system for exploiting the 

merits of both peripheral and foveal vision, the organizational differences in how peripheral and 

foveal information is processed in the cortex continues to support the division of labor even when 

the eyes are relatively still. 

 Despite covering the majority of the visual field, the peripheral vision is underrepresented 

in the visual hierarchy starting from as early as LGN (Purves et al., 2001). Instead, the 

representation of central vision takes up a substantial proportion of the cortical structure. As a 

result, more resources are allocated in the processing of foveal information. Thus, it was 

conventionally assumed that the peripheral and foveal information were processed by distinct 

retinotopically organized structures in the early visual cortex. Recently, this idea has been 

challenged by a new body of research suggesting a striking interplay between the peripheral vision 

and the foveal retinotopic cortex. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, 

Williams et al. (2008) showed that peripheral object information is also processed in the foveal 

retinotopic regions of the visual cortex. They measured blood oxygenation level dependent 

(BOLD) activity of participants performing an object discrimination task in the periphery. These 

objects were from a collection of algorithm-generated complex objects that form distinct categories 

based on their features (Op De Beeck et al., 2006). The task of the participants was to make within-

category discrimination judgments for objects presented 7° away from fixation. Astonishingly, they 

found activations in the foveal retinotopic regions correlated with the objects presented in 

periphery. This correlated activity was specific to objects from the same category even when they 

were presented at the opposite hemifield, suggesting that the foveal retinotopic areas processes 
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position invariant peripheral object information. They postulated that this is a feedback process 

that feeds the peripheral object information from higher cortical areas to the foveal retinotopic 

cortex to further process the peripheral information. Subsequently, a follow-up study from the same 

group (Chambers et al., 2013) provided the first causal evidence for the so called foveal-feedback 

mechanism. Using the same peripheral discrimination task and objects, they showed that inhibiting 

the activity in the foveal retinotopic cortex with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) impaired 

discrimination of the peripheral objects. This impairment provided further evidence for foveal-

feedback by showing that the foveal retinotopic cortex receives and processes peripheral object 

information. The inhibition of the foveal retinotopic regions modulated the peripheral 

discrimination performance only when the magnetic stimulation registered 350 ms after the onset 

of peripheral objects. This indicates that the foveal-feedback has a specific time course locked to 

peripheral stimulus onset. The 350 ms stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) suggest that the peripheral 

object information becomes available to foveal-retinotopic cortex at a later stage of the visual 

processing at a time frame associated more with feedback than feedforward processes (Lamme & 

Roelfsema, 2000). 

The impairment of peripheral discrimination with TMS pulses provided the first direct 

evidence for the role of foveal-feedback in peripheral object processing. More importantly, it 

provided the critical behavioral measure for investigating the foveal-feedback. Yu & Shim (2016) 

was the first to study foveal-feedback with a purely behavioral paradigm. They used a peripheral 

matching task where participants had to report whether the peripheral object was identical to or 

different from a target object. Crucially, another object at fixation was briefly presented with a 150 

ms SOA. This object was either identical to target, from a different category or a scrambled object. 

When the central object was identical to the peripheral object, the peripheral matching performance 

was improved compared to when it was from a different category or scrambled. Critically, this 

improvement was specific to identical targets that were presented at fixation with 150 ms SOA and 

not when they were presented simultaneously (0 SOA) with the peripheral objects or in other 

locations. Thus, asynchronous foveal visual stimulation interacts with the foveal-feedback process 

comparable to a TMS stimulation to the foveal retinotopic cortex. Moreover, results of Yu & Shim 

(2016) suggest that the foveal-feedback benefits from incoming foveal input from the same 

peripheral object. As in Chambers et al. (2013), this modulation was limited to foveal processes 

and had a specific timeframe. However, it is important to note that the foveal-feedback effect in 

TMS was at 350 ms SOA while it was 150 ms SOA. However, this difference can be attributed to 
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differences in the manipulation. While the foveal visual in Yu & Shim (2016) needs to be processed 

by the earlier mechanisms before it is fed back to foveal retinotopic cortex, TMS pulse can directly 

target the foveal-feedback. Thus, 150 SOA (150-183 SOA including the presentation duration of 

the foveal input) provides a behavioral benchmark for studying foveal-feedback with purely 

behavioral designs. 

The ability to study foveal-feedback with purely behavioral design motivated a number of 

studies investigating the key questions for better understanding the foveal-feedback mechanism. 

One important question is what is the informational content of the foveal-feedback? In other words, 

what is the nature of the information processed by the foveal-retinotopic cortex and by extension 

what is the relationship between the delayed foveal objects with the peripheral targets. Williams et 

al (2008) already provided the first evidence that the foveal-feedback processes peripheral object 

information at least at the category level. In line with this, coinciding foveal information of objects 

from different categories impairs peripheral discrimination performance while foveal input of the 

same object supplements it (Yu & Shim, 2016). However, another study (Weldon et al., 2016) 

reports that the peripheral discrimination of the objects from the same stimulus set was equally 

impaired by foveal distractors from the same as well as different categories. This is in contradiction 

with the previous results suggesting that the foveal-feedback processes peripheral object 

information at least at object category. Considering that the object in these object sets have maximal 

similarity among category members and minimal similarity with the objects from the different 

categories (Op de Beeck, Baker, Di Carlo, & Kanwisher, 2006), contradicting results from these 

studies is puzzling. Thus, the exact relationship between the delayed foveal inputs and the 

informational content of the foveal-feedback is still an open question.  

Another question directly related to the information processed by the foveal-feedback is: 

What kind of objects does foveal-feedback process to supplement peripheral discrimination? 

Multiple studies provided evidence for the involvement of foveal-feedback in the processing of 

complex peripheral objects (Chambers et al., 2013; Contemori et al., 2022; Fan et al., 2016; 

Ramezani et al., 2019; Weldon et al., 2016, 2020; Williams et al., 2008; Yu & Shim, 2016, for a 

review Oletto et al., 2022). However, the low-pass filtered versions of the same objects were 

unaffected by the same foveal distractors (Fan et al., 2016). The evidence for the involvement of 

foveal-feedback in processing of simple objects and their features is even less conclusive. In one 

hand, peripheral color and shape discrimination is still effective by an asynchronous foveal input 
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(Weldon et al., 2020), suggesting that the foveal-feedback processes shape and color information. 

On the other hand, neither peripheral orientation judgments (Yu & Shim, 2016) or nor peripheral 

motion speed judgments of moving dots (Fan et al., 2016) were affected by foveal distractors. 

Therefore, the current evidence seems to suggest that the foveal-feedback is involved in the 

processing of objects that may require far greater processing resources than those allocated to the 

peripheral vision. Thus, the visual system might be employing the foveal retinotopic regions to 

further process lower-resolution peripheral information with additional resources when the 

peripheral tasks require detailed processing of the peripheral information. In line with this 

argument, foveal-feedback supports peripheral discrimination when the task requires subordinate 

category level (e.g., duck/non-duck, race car/non-race car), or basic category level (e.g., bird/non-

bird, car/non-car) but not when the task requires a superordinate category level (e.g., animal/non-

animal, vehicle/non-vehichle) discrimination (Ramezani et al., 2019). 

Another important characteristic of foveal-feedback is the specific time window where the 

peripheral information is processed by the foveal retinotopic cortex. While the temporal 

discrepancy between TMS and behavioral manipulation can be explained by the difference in the 

methodologies, the exact time window of the foveal feedback is still a point of debate among 

behavioral studies (see Table 1 in Oletto et al., 2022 for a summary). For instance, while Weldon 

et al. (2016, 2020) reports an impairment on peripheral discrimination performance by a foveal 

input as early as 117 ms SOA, Fan et al. (2016) reports a similar impairment at 150 ms SOA, and 

Ramezani et al. (2019) finds an impairment at 300 ms SOA. The large variances in the reported 

time windows might be reflecting the differences among studies. For instance, in Ramezani et al. 

(2019), the peripheral objects were pictures of animals and vehicles in everyday environment, 

while the other studies have used the same artificial and isolated objects. Thus, these objects might 

be available at different timepoints to the foveal-feedback. Similarly, the complexity of foveal 

distractors used in these studies quite variably ranging from 1/f noise (Ramezani et al., 2019) to 

complex objects (Weldon et al., 2016) that might be intercepting foveal-feedback at different time 

points. Hence, the time window of foveal-feedback might be contingent on the relationship 

between the peripheral objects and the delayed foveal inputs. Another potential explanation could 

be the difference in task demands between discriminating natural subordinate objects and the more 

systematic artificial objects. In line with this argument, foveal-feedback has been found to be 

modulated by the task difficulty. When a mental rotation has to be carried out before making a 

comparison between two peripheral objects, the time window of foveal-feedback shifts to a later 
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time point with increasing mental rotation demand (Fan et al., 2016).  Nevertheless, the reported 

time window of foveal-feedback still varies among studies using the same objects and tasks (117 

ms for Weldon et al., 2016; Weldon et al., 2020 vs. 150 ms for Fan et al., 2016; Contemori et al., 

2023). Finally, previous studies sparsely sampled SOAs for determining the time window of 

foveal-feedback. Therefore, their temporal resolution was limited by the long foveal presentation 

durations between 83-117 ms. This can partially explain the seemingly conflicting reports since 

when the total duration of the foveal presentation is considered, the reported time windows overlap 

considerably. Finally, recent evidence suggests that the foveal-feedback may not be a one-off but 

a periodic process. Contemori et al (2023) densely sampled the SOAs to improve their resolution 

in estimating the time window of foveal-feedback. They report a major impairment in peripheral 

discrimination performance at around 150 ms SOA. More importantly, densely sampling SOA 

allowed them to identify an oscillatory pattern in the behavioral performance suggesting that the 

foveal-feedback occurs periodically at a rate of around 5 Hz. 

The evidence so far describes foveal-feedback as a mechanism periodically supporting the 

peripheral discrimination of certain objects and features. It appears that when there is a need to 

peripherally discriminate objects without executing a saccade, the visual system employs 

processing power normally allocated to central retina to further process the incoming peripheral 

information (Fan et al., 2016). Hence, foveal-feedback might be another mechanism showing how 

the visual system exploits having two channels of information while compensating the 

shortcomings peripheral vision.   

Combining peripheral information with other senses 

While foveal vision can support the execution of peripheral tasks through object 

predictions, or by foveal-feedback, peripheral vision also interacts with modalities other than 

vision. By covering the majority of the visual field peripheral vision provides visual information 

about objects and their features that collectively contribute to our perceptual experience. However, 

our experiences are rarely unimodal. When we take a walk around the Lahn, we see the river flows 

slowly, ducks and other birds fly by, and the trees form a green curtain between us and the river. 

At the same time, we hear the river when we pass by the water gates or hear birds chirping while 

smelling grass after rain. A pleasant scene as it is, it is a bombardment of information through 

different senses. Therefore, it is a constant challenge for the perceptual systems to filter and 

combine information from multiple senses into one holistic percept, known as the binding problem. 
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However, one great advantage of sampling object information with different senses is to have a 

more reliable estimation of what and where the objects are. Consider an owl sitting fully 

camouflaged on a tree right ahead. It would be very challenging to spot it maybe even for a trained 

eye. However, hearing a hoot once would almost immediately give away the owl’s location that 

now became harder to miss.  

Being able to effortlessly collect multisensory information affords us to combine or 

integrate information that reduces ambiguity and lead to have more reliable interpretation of the 

world (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004). While peripheral retina collects visual information from the large 

portion of the visual field, the reliability of the collected information may not always be sufficient 

to make decisions (Rosenholtz, 2016). Thus, a secondary source of information either in the form 

of prediction from transsaccadic associations (i.e., Herwig & Schneider, 2014; (Valsecchi & 

Gegenfurtner, 2016) or from other senses can greatly serve to peripheral tasks.  

These secondary sources of information could supplement or substitute peripheral vision 

and improve visual (in)abilities in various visual tasks. For instance, spatial navigation in visually 

impaired groups improved by technologies that substitutes visual information with auditory 

information (Jicol et al., 2020; Neugebauer et al., 2020; Scalvini et al., 2022). Similarly, visual 

information can be supplemented by other senses when the available visual information is not 

sufficient to perform a task (Brown et al., 2019). Finally, virtual reality applications could improve 

user performance by providing an additional source of information even when the normally 

available information is sufficient by itself to perform the task. Thus, peripheral information can 

benefit from information collected by other senses when the visual information is not reliable or 

completely missing. 

Unlike secondary sources of visual information that can be directly mapped to the 

appropriate peripheral information through remapping (Duhamel et al., 1992; Gottlieb et al., 1998; 

Kusoniki & Goldberg, 2002; Umeno & Goldberg, 1997; Walker et al., 1995, see also Cavanagh et 

al., 2010), mapping of information collected by other senses might have additional constraints. For 

instance, multisensory neurons encode information from different modalities (Alais et al., 2010; 

Stein & Meredith, 1993). These multisensory neurons encode information from single modalities 

as well as from multiple modalities if the signals from those modalities spatially (Meredith & Stein, 

1996) and temporally proximal to each other (Meredith et al., 1987). In multisensory integration 

research, the so called “spatial rule” dictates that signals that the degree of multisensory integration 
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of two signals depends on their spatial proximity to each other (e.g., Gepshtein et al., 2005; Slutsky 

& Recanzone, 2001). Thus, multisensory integration occurs not only for spatially overlapping 

signals but also signals that are sufficiently close to each other like in a ventriloquist show. The 

size of this spatial window depends on the individuals’ spatial discrimination threshold (Slutsky & 

Recanzone, 2001). However, the spatial rule is not a prerequisite for multisensory integration and 

predominantly relevant for spatial tasks (e.g., localization, spatial discrimination, Spence, 2013). 

In contrast, the temporal congruency of signals seems critical for a wide range of temporal (e.g., 

temporal order judgment) and non-temporal tasks and across modalities (Diederich & Colonius, 

2015; Jagini, 2021). For instance, while audiovisual cues can be integrated within a 200 ms (-100 

to 100 ms discrepancy) window (Slutsky & Recanzone, 2001), visuoproprioceptive cues can be 

integrated within a wider window of 400 ms (Kannape et al., 2019). Moreover, multisensory cues 

with larger temporal discrepancy can be still integrated if the lag between cues is informative (van 

Polanen et al., 2019). Similarly, spatial and temporal congruency might be also crucial for 

determining if and how peripheral information supplemented by additional sensory information.  

Supplementing peripheral vision with additional sensory information from different 

modalities can provide a more reliable perceptual estimate than visual estimates (Brown et al., 

2019, RealSense, Intel). Therefore, it can be a powerful tool for overcoming the limitations of 

peripheral vision (e.g., crowding) when performing peripheral tasks. Thus, like the division of labor 

between peripheral and foveal vision, there is a division of labor between peripheral vision and 

other senses for generating a more reliable estimate of the world.  
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Experimental Approaches 

Study I: The role of familiarity in peripheral-foveal associations 

Goktepe, N., & Schütz, A. C. (2023). Familiar objects benefit more from transsaccadic feature 

predictions. Attention, Perception, & Psychophysics. doi:10.3758/s13414-022-02651-8  

 

 

 

With frequently executed saccades the visual system samples object information from 

different parts of the retina. As a result, the visual system obtains information from the same object 

with different resolutions. In contrast to the abrupt changes to object appearances, our perceptual 

experience is fairly stable. One key mechanism contributing to visual stability across the visual 

field is the ability to predict “what would it be like to see an object in other parts of the visual field” 

from previous transsaccadic associations of object-specific information. For instance, in the face 

of new transsaccadic associations the visual system can re-calibrate its predictions for objects 

(Osterbrink & Herwig, 2019; Osterbrink & Herwig, 2021) or visual features such as object size 

(Valsecchi & Gegenfurtner, 2016).  

While previously acquired object-specific associations can help explain how visual stability 

can be achieved for these familiar objects, it cannot be the only mechanism as the perception of 

novel object lacking these associations is also stable. Therefore, it is unclear if previous experience 

with specific objects is needed for making transsaccadic predictions or object specific associations 

provides more precise predictions. It is reasonable to assume that there could be a more general 

mechanism that can generate predictions for novel objects based on the cumulative experience of 

how object appearance changes with eccentricity. In contrast, the predictions for familiar objects 

might be more precise since they can be generated from the previously acquired object associations. 

In two experiments, Study I tests if object-specific associations for familiar objects provide an extra 

benefit to familiar objects in peripheral matching (Experiment 1) and transsaccadic change 

detection (Experiment 2). As individual experiences can vary between observers, we controlled 

object familiarity by using an object set completely novel to our observers. Therefore, in both 

experiments observers first completed a training task to be familiarized with a subset of the stimulus 

set. In the training task, they performed a transsaccadic orientation change detection task, thereby  
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Figure 1. General design of experiments in Study 1. Example trials for the sham training task (A), recognition task in 

Memory Check (B), peripheral-foveal matching task in Exp 1 (C), and transsacadic change detection task in Exp 2 

(D). Trials are not drawn to scale. The eye icon represents gaze position. Red arrow indicates saccade direction.  

unknowingly acquired transsaccadic associations of peripheral and foveal object information 

without any explicit instruction (Figure 1). On the next day, they performed an object recognition 

task to check their familiarity with the objects from the previous day. Then the observers in 

Experiment 1, proceeded to a peripheral matching task where they were asked to match one of the 

three foveal options to the briefly presented peripheral targets. We manipulated the familiarity of 

both peripheral targets and foveal options to compare peripheral and foveal predictions for familiar 

and novel objects as follows. The foveal options for novel peripheral targets were either all novel, 

two familiar, or one familiar object. Similarly, foveal options for familiar targets were either all 

familiar, two familiar, or one familiar object (Figure 2A). We first tested if novel objects benefit 

from peripheral-foveal predictions by analyzing the matching performance in trials with novel 

peripheral targets (gray solid line in Figure 2A) and all-novel foveal options (0 Familiar Options 

in Figure 2A). We found that observers were able to match novel peripheral targets with only novel 

foveal options suggesting that previously acquired object-specific associations are not necessary 

for making peripheral-foveal predictions. Next, by analyzing trials with novel peripheral targets 
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with different number of familiar options, we found that object-specific predictions from non-

matching familiar objects improves peripheral matching performance for novel objects. Thus, 

object-specific predictions from foveal familiar objects were beneficial for discounting non-

matching options. Conversely, we found that presence of non-matching familiar options did not 

improve the peripheral matching of familiar peripheral targets. However, the absence of this effect 

for familiar peripheral targets can be attributed to ceiling effect, since the overall peripheral 

matching performance for familiar peripheral targets were already high (~80%).  

 

Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1. A) Peripheral discrimination performance, with familiar/novel foveal options (x-

axis) and familiar/novel peripheral targets (separate lines). B) Peripheral discrimination performance for familiar 

targets presented on trained (green line) or untrained (gray line) locations for different number of foveal options (x-

axis). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.  

In Experiment 1 we also tested whether the object-specific predictions are bounded to where 

they have been acquired or they could be generalized to a mirrored location in the other hemifield. 

During the training, observers acquired object-specific associations from objects that were always 

presented on the left side of the display. In contrast, familiar peripheral targets in Experiment 1 

were presented either at the same location as the training or on right side at a mirrored eccentricity. 

Hence, we tested the location specificity of the object-specific associations by comparing the trials 

where the familiar peripheral target presented on the trained location with the trials where they 

were on the opposite hemifield (Figure 2B). We found that the peripheral matching performance 

did not depend on the training location and generalized to the opposite visual hemifield. Therefore, 

as Valsecchi & Gegenfurtner (2016) and unlike Herwig et al. (2018) we suggest that peripheral-

foveal predictions can be generated from previously acquired object associations regardless of 

where they have been acquired. Overall, Experiment 1 showed that peripheral-foveal predictions 

can be made for novel objects lacking the previously acquired object-specific associations. On the 
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other hand, object-specific predictions reserved for familiar objects generalize to opposite 

hemifield and improve the peripheral matching performance. 

While Experiment 1 allowed us to compare different combinations of novel and familiar 

object predictions, it was missing a critical component of daily life, saccades. Stitching pre- and 

post-saccadic information together is crucial for achieving perceptual stability and marrying 

peripheral and foveal visual information (Herwig, 2015). With each saccade the visual system has 

to decide if the pre- and post-saccadic information are similar enough for integration or not (Atsma 

et al., 2016; Demeyer et al., 2010). While Experiment 1 shows that peripheral-foveal predictions 

are not unique to familiar objects, object-specific associations of familiar objects were 

advantageous for detecting mismatches between pre- and post-saccadic objects to be more readily 

detected when object-specific associations are available. 

A robust way to improve the detection of small transsaccadic changes that otherwise go 

undetected is to introduce a “blank” period is introduced following the saccade onset and prior the 

onset of the postsaccadic object (e.g., Deubel et al., 1996; Weiß et al., 2015). The blanking is argued 

to separate pre- and post-saccadic information that otherwise integrated (Atsma et al., 2016; Vaziri 

et al., 2006) or suppressed (Takano et al., 2020). Therefore, we reasoned that separation of pre- and 

post-saccadic information with blanking could further improve the benefit of having precise object-

specific predictions by better separating the predictions for both objects. 

We conducted Experiment 2 to test if object-specific predictions for familiar objects 

improves the detection of transsacadic changes with or without blanking. After completing the 

training and memory check, observers completed a transsaccadic change detection task where the 

pre-saccadic objects were replaced by an identical or a different object either immediately with 

saccades or after a 300 ms blanking period (Figure 1D). We manipulated the availability of object-

specific predictions by varying the familiarity of pre- and post-saccadic objects. Since the change 

detection performance depends on the degree of dissimilarity between pre- and post-saccadic 

objects, we controlled task difficulty by varying the magnitude of change (Easy: change in 2 

features, Hard: change in 1 feature).  

The results of Experiment 2 suggest that presence of a familiar object increased the overall 

change detection performance (Figure 3). Hence, in line with our first hypothesis, we suggest that 

object-specific associations reserved for familiar objects improve change detection performance 

by providing richer object predictions compared to novel objects. In addition, we found an 
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interaction between blanking and familiarity indicating that the familiar objects benefited more 

from blanking than novel objects. Therefore, we suggest that blanking improves detection of 

changes to familiar objects by segregating object-specific predictions more effectively. 

 

Figure 3. Results of Experiment 2. Transsaccadic change performance without (A) or with (B) 300 ms transsaccadic 

blanking. Detection performance is separately shown for familiar object pairs (purple bars) and novel pairs (gray bars) 

across task difficulty (x-axes). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. 

The Experiment 2 also allowed us to test whether object-specific associations provide an 

advantage to familiar peripheral objects by providing more precise foveal predictions over novel 

objects lacking specific transsaccadic associations. This was not possible in Experiment 1 since 

familiar peripheral targets always had to be paired with at least one familiar foveal option that could 

provide foveal to peripheral predictions. In order to test whether object-specific associations 

provide better peripheral to foveal predictions, we compared trials in Experiment 2 where the pre-

saccadic targets were familiar objects to those with novel objects. We found that observers were 

better at detecting changes to peripheral familiar objects than novel objects, suggesting that object-

specific predictions were beneficial.  

In conclusion, we showed that the ability of making peripheral-foveal predictions was not 

limited to familiar objects. Hence, these predictions available for both novel and familiar objects 

can support visual stability (Valsecchi & Gegenfurtner, 2016) and various visual tasks (Herwig & 

Schneider, 2014). While peripheral-foveal predictions are not unique to familiar objects, object 

specific associations acquired through transsaccadic learning provide more precise predictions that 

are generalizable across the visual field. Thus, we conclude that familiar objects benefit more from 

transsaccadic feature predictions. 
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Study II: Foveal-feedback follows spatial frequency processing 

Goktepe, N., & Schütz, A. C. (in review). Frequency-specific and periodic masking of peripheral 

characters by delayed foveal input. Scientific Reports. 

 

 

 

Previous studies have shown that peripheral discrimination is modulated by delayed foveal 

input depending on the relationship between the peripheral target(s) and foveal input (Fan et al., 

2016; Weldon et al., 2016; Yu & Shim, 2016). However, the exact nature of this relationship is 

unclear. While discrimination performance benefits by an asynchronous foveal input that is 

identical to peripheral target (Yu & Shim, 2016), it is impaired by a foveal object regardless of its 

similarity to the peripheral target (Weldon et al., 2016). Thus, whether the foveal input is competing 

with or masking the information processed by foveal-feedback is an open question.  

Another open question is whether foveal-feedback process is limited to trained complex 

objects. The evidence so far suggests that foveal-feedback is involved in processing of trained 

complex objects (e.g., Fan et al., 2016, Weldon et al., 2016; Weldon et al., 2020) or familiar objects 

(Ramezani et al., 2019) but not involved in processing of motion (Fan et al., 2016) or orientation 

(Yu & Shim, 2016). Finally, the exact time window of foveal-feedback, defined as SOA, is still 

debated as the current estimations vary from 117 ms (Weldon et al., 2016, Weldon et al., 2020) to 

300 ms (Ramezani et al., 2019). This variation can be partially attributed to sparse sampling of 

SOAs with long non-overlapping presentation durations. More importantly, a recent study using 

dense sampling with overlapping SOAs has shown that foveal input impairs foveal-feedback 

periodically at a rate of 5 Hz (Contemori et al., 2023).  

The aim of Study II was to address these open questions and particularly investigate the 

relationship between the foveal input and peripheral targets. In order to disentangle the masking 

from competition explanations, we used a peripheral letter discrimination task with asynchronous 

low, medium, high spatial frequency foveal noise (LSF, MSF, and HSF respectively, see Figure 

4). We hypothesized that if the foveal input is masking the information processed by foveal-

feedback, then the peripheral discrimination performance should be impaired by the foveal noise 

depending on the degree of overlap between foveal and peripheral stimuli in spatial frequencies. 
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On the other hand, if the foveal noise competes with the foveal-feedback information, the 

peripheral discrimination performance should be similarly impaired regardless of the spatial 

composition of the foveal noise. In order to investigate if training or familiarity is a precondition 

for foveal-feedback, we asked one group of observers to discriminate Latin characters that are over-

trained by our observers in the course of their lives and asked the remaining observers to 

discriminate Korean characters, which were novel to them. Hence, if the foveal feedback only 

supports the processing of familiar stimuli, then the foveal noise should not systematically impair 

the discrimination of Korean characters. 

 

Figure 4. General design of Study 2. A) Example trials from the adaptive character contrast threshold measures without 

foveal noise in Experiment 1. B) Peripheral same-different task with various SOA foveal noise in Experiment 1, C) 

Adaptive character contrast measures with overlaid spatial frequency. D) Latin and Korean characters. Each column 

shows pairs for “different” trials. E) The three spatial frequency bands (LSF, MSF, HSF) used in Experiment 1 and 2. 

For illustration purposes stimuli are not drawn to scale and have higher contrast. 

Finally, in order to achieve a high temporal resolution for identifying the time window of 

foveal-feedback, we densely sampled SOAs between -30 to 290 ms (negative values indicate noise 

onsets preceding stimulus onset) for 60 ms. As we were interested in the modulation of peripheral 

discrimination performance, we used an adaptive procedure (QUEST, Watson, 2017) to determine 

the character contrast yielding 82% discrimination performance for each observer at the beginning 

of each session. This also allowed us to control for training effects that can improve discrimination 

performance over the multiple sessions, especially for Korean characters.  
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In order to assess the relationship between foveal noises and both familiar and novel 

peripheral characters, we first analyzed the change in discrimination performance across SOAs for 

noise frequency and character conditions. To this end, we first calculated the moving average 

performance with an averaging window of 60 ms using the overlapping SOAs for each condition. 

Thus, we obtained the average discrimination performance as a function of SOA, more specifically 

time intervals where there was a foveal noise on the screen (Figure 4). Finally, we calculated the 

change in discrimination performance across SOAs by subtracting the mean discrimination 

performance from each SOA (Solid lines in Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Change in the peripheral discrimination performance for Latin (A) and Korean (B) characters for LSF, MSF, 

and HSF noise (separate lines) across SOA (x-axes). The gray dashed line shows the most conservative critical value 

across noise conditions. In statistical analyses exact permuted critical values were used. The sperate horizontal lines 

show SOAs that lead to significant impairment in the respective noise condition. 

We used a permutation-based analysis to detect time periods where the foveal noise led to 

significant impairment of performance. To this end, we created 10000 permuted observers for each 

real observer by shuffling their responses in each trial. This procedure allowed us to severe any 

statistical relationship between foveal noise and discrimination performance. Then, we followed 

the same averaging procedure to obtain 10000 permuted group level discrimination performance. 

These group level permuted performances form the null distribution for the given noise and 

character condition. Hence, the bottom 95th percentiles of these distributions are critical values for 

omnibus tests equivalent to one-sided statistical tests with α = 0.05 (i.e., dashed lines in Figure 5). 
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Therefore, any observed impairment more extreme than these critical values are deemed to be 

statistically significant impairments of performance. 

We observed that the discrimination performances changed almost in unison in foveal noise 

and character conditions. These changes can be commonly characterized by three distinct periods 

starting with a period of impairment from 0 to 90 ms SOA. This is to be expected as during this 

period the presentation of peripheral characters largely overlapped with the foveal noise, thereby 

foveal noise could have competed with peripheral targets for attentional resources (Fan et al., 

2016). Next, the peripheral discrimination performance recovers between 90-170 ms SOAs. Given 

the oscillatory nature of foveal-feedback, the relative recovery of performance is expected and 

might be indicating a period where the foveal noise fails to intercept the foveal-feedback processes. 

Finally, the period between 180-240 is a second period of impairment. Critically, during this period 

we see a local dip at 180 ms SOA which overlaps with the previous estimations (Fan et al, 2016; 

Weldon et al., 2016; Weldon et al., 2020). More importantly, LSF noise became more separated 

from MSF and HSF noises and led to a stronger impairment. We found that LSF noise led to a 

significant impairment for both Latin (200-220 ms SOA) and Korean characters (220-230 ms 

SOA). This specific impairment caused by LSF noise was also significantly stronger than MSF 

noise for Latin characters and HSF noise for both character conditions.  

The sinusoidal change in the discrimination performance is in line with the periodic 

occurrence of foveal-feedback signals as reported previously (Contemori et al, 2023). We analyzed 

the Fourier spectrum of the observed and permuted data to identify possible behavioral oscillations. 

We again used the permuted data to generate null distributions but this time for identifying 

significant peaks in amplitudes across foveal noise and character conditions. For LSF foveal noise 

condition, we found significant amplitudes peaking around 5 Hz both for Latin and Korean 

characters (Figure 6). Additionally, in Korean character condition amplitudes for MSF foveal noise 

significantly peaked around 8 Hz. In line with the above results, the peak amplitudes for LSF foveal 

noise were statistically stronger than other conditions for Latin characters but not for Korean 

characters. 
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 Figure 6. Behavioral oscillations analysis for Latin (A) and Korean (B) characters for LSF, MSF, and HSF noise 

(separate lines). The gray dashed lines show the most conservative critical value is used for demonstration purposes. 

The exact permuted critical values were used in statistical analyses. The sperate horizontal lines show frequencies with 

significantly high amplitudes. 

We found that the peripheral discrimination of Latin and Korean characters is impaired by 

delayed LSF foveal noise. This indicates that foveal-feedback is involved in the processing of both 

familiar and novel peripheral characters. More importantly, the frequency-specific nature of this 

impairment is more compatible with the masking explanation, suggesting that the foveal noise is 

masking the information processed by foveal-feedback.  

We directly tested this prediction in a follow-up experiment, where observers discriminated 

peripheral or central Korean and Latin characters embedded in either LSF or MSF noise (Figure 

4). We hypothesized that if the LSF noise in Experiment 1 is impairing peripheral discrimination 

performance by masking the information processed by foveal-feedback, it should be more efficient 

at masking peripheral characters than MSF noise. In other words, the masking explanation would 

predict that the discrimination of peripheral characters embedded in LSF noise would be harder 

than those embedded in MSF noise. To test this hypothesis, we measured the contrast threshold of 

observers for discriminating noise embedded characters presented at periphery (10°) and fixation 

(0°). We found that MSF noise was more efficient at masking central Korean and Latin characters, 

replicating previous studies (e.g., Majaj et al., 2002; Solomon & Pelli, 1994, Figure 7). More 

importantly, this pattern was reversed for the characters presented in periphery. In line with our 
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hypothesis, the peripheral characters were better masked by LSF than MSF noise, in line with two 

previous study (Anderson & Thibos, 1999; Chung et al., 2002). This suggests that the peripheral 

discrimination is impaired by delayed foveal inputs that can effectively mask the peripheral 

information processed by foveal-feedback. 

 

Figure 7. Character contrast thresholds yielding 70.7% discrimination performance at 0° (fixation) and 10° for Latin 

(A) and Korean (B) characters.  Mean contrast thresholds for Latin and Korean characters for LSF and MSF are shown 

with error bars. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for MSF noise (horizontal), LSF noise (vertical), and their 

pairwise comparisons (diagonal). 

In sum, we suggest that the delayed foveal inputs periodically mask the peripheral object 

information processed by foveal-feedback. Crucially, we found that the efficacy of foveal masking 

depended on the spatial frequency overlap with the peripheral information and not to the frequency 

preference of fovea. We show that foveal-feedback is involved in processing of peripheral 

characters. Moreover, we found that previous experience is not a prerequisite for foveal-feedback 

processing as the delayed LSF noise impaired the peripheral discrimination of both familiar and 

novel objects alike.  
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Study III: Combining peripheral information with other senses 

Goktepe, N., Drewing, K., & Schütz, A. C. (in review). Spatiotemporal congruency modulates 

weighting of visuotactile information in displacement judgments. IEEE Transactions on Haptics. 

 

 

 

 

 

The need for understanding how vision and other senses increased exponentially with the 

wide adoption of virtual (VR) and augmented reality (AR) devices capable of rendering 

multisensory objects and experiences. These multisensory environments are prone to have spatially 

and temporally discrepant signals due to the lack of temporal and spatial synchronization across 

devices responsible for rendering underlying unimodal cues (Cornelio et al., 2021). Rendering 

discrepant unimodal cues may have adverse outcomes such as cybersickness (Viaud-Delmon et al., 

2006) or alter virtual experiences, such as by extending peripersonal space (Kilteni et al., 2012). 

As the spatiotemporal window for integrating sensory information depends on the task and 

modality (Diederich & Colonius, 2015), determining the spatiotemporal tolerances of virtual 

systems requires experimenting with various tasks and in different modalities. 

Study III was motivated by this need and investigated how peripheral visual displacement 

judgments were influenced by spatially or temporally incongruent tactile displacement cues. To 

this end, we built a custom setup that can independently generate visual and tactile cues (Figure 8). 

Our setup consisted of a visual display attached to a commercially available braille cell (Metec 

Ag.) mounted on a fully adjustable platform. Using this platform, we made sure that from 

observers’ perspective, the visual stimuli on the display were spatially coinciding with the tactile 

stimuli located on the back of the display. The tactile stimulation was delivered to the right index 

finger of observers via individual pins of the braille cells. 

The task of observers in all conditions was to report the visual displacement direction of 

peripheral objects while keeping fixation. Critically, the peripheral stimuli were briefly masked by 

a full screen random noise before being displaced to their new location. The masking of peripheral 

stimuli mimics the visual masking naturally occurring during saccades and leads to discrimination 
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performance similar to well-known saccadic suppression of displacement (Born, 2019; 

Zimmermann et al., 2013, 2014). In three conditions, the visual displacements were paired by 

uninformative tactile displacements (i.e., 50% of time towards visual displacement, Figure 8). In 

temporal incongruency condition, the tactile displacements preceded the visual displacements by 

200 ms. In spatial incongruency conditions, visuotactile displacements were temporally congruent 

but the visual object presented on the opposite side of the screen 50 visual degrees away from the 

braille cell. In the third visuotactile condition, the visual and tactile displacements were spatially 

and temporally congruent (i.e., congruency condition). 

 

Figure 8. Illustration of equipment and the visuotactile conditions in Study III. a) The braille cell (on the right) was 

directly located under the display and corresponded to the visual stimulus (light square). Observers kept their index 

finger on the braille device in all conditions. b) Example trials from visuotactile congruency and incongruency 

conditions. Black dots indicate fixation and gaze. The black box with 2 dots represents the braille cells. Red arrows 

show the direction of visual and tactile displacement. For illustration purposes stimuli are not drawn to scale and have 

higher contrast. 

There were also two visual only conditions where the observers still reached the braille cell 

but did not receive any tactile stimulation. The only difference between the two visual only 

conditions was the location of the visual stimuli relative to the index finger. In one condition the 

visual stimuli were located directly above the index finger of the participant, whereas in the other 

condition it was located on the other side of the display as in the spatially incongruent visuotactile 

condition. This allowed us to control for any bias in visual displacement judgments related to the 
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location of the visual stimulus (Irwin & Robinson, 2018). Similarly, when the index finger is 

underneath the visual stimulus, it can act as a landmark and facilitate discrimination like visual 

landmarks (Deubel et al., 1998). All observers completed all conditions in separate 5 randomly 

ordered blocks with eye tracking. 

  

Figure 9. Data and model for one participant. First, the visual estimates were derived by fitting a psychometric function 

to the visual only condition (solid line). Then the tactile estimations for leftward tactile displacements (green line) and 

combination weights (Wv) were fitted to obtain a model for visuotactile displacements (gray line) with least-squared 

errors. Blue dots show the observed data in visual only and visuotactile conditions with leftward tactile displacements. 

We modelled the visuotactile displacement judgments using unisensory estimates to 

investigate how spatial and temporal incongruency modulates the weighting of visual and tactile 

estimates. For visual estimates (EV), we fitted psychometric functions to spatially congruent 

condition as there were no significant difference between JNDs and PSEs in the non-blanking trials 

of spatially congruent and incongruent visual only conditions. The tactile estimates (ET) were 

approximated by a cumulative gaussian with mean of 0 (i.e., no displacement bias) and standard 

deviation (i.e., JND) as free parameter. Then for each visuotactile conditions, visual and tactile 

estimates were linearly combined by separate free weighting parameters (WV). WV is ranging from 

0 to 1 where the visuotactile estimates are equal to visual estimates when WV = 0.  The modelled 

𝐸𝑉𝑇 =  𝑊𝑣  ×  𝐸𝑉 + ሺ1 −  𝑊𝑣ሻ ×  𝐸𝑇  
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visuotactile estimates (EVT) shared the same visual and tactile estimates but had different 

combination weights (see Figure 9 for an example). From the visuotactile models we extracted the 

combination weights for congruency, spatial and temporal incongruency conditions. We found that 

the combination weights in temporal incongruency was positively correlated with the congruency 

condition (Figure 10). More importantly, we found a significant shift in combination weights 

favoring tactile information over visual information in general. Thus, when the tactile displacement 

cues preceded the visual displacement cues, the use of tactile information was overall 

systematically increased compared to when they were simultaneously presented.  

 

Figure 10. Modelled tactile weights for spatiotemporal congruency and temporal incongruency conditions. Mean 

haptic weights for the temporal incongruency and congruency conditions are presented with error bars showing 95% 

confidence interval for congruency (horizontal), temporal incongruency (vertical) conditions. 

In contrast to temporal incongruency condition, we observed changes in combination 

weights independent from the congruency condition (Figure 11). We found that the change in 

combination weights in the spatial incongruency was not correlated with the weights in the 

congruency condition. In addition, spatial incongruency did not significantly shift the combination 

weights towards visual or tactile information. Thus, when the tactile and visual displacement were 

spatially misaligned, the use of tactile information changed differently for different participants 

hinting inter-individual differences. 
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Figure 11. Modelled tactile weights for spatiotemporal congruency and spatial incongruency conditions. Mean haptic 

weights for the spatial incongruency and congruency conditions are presented with error bars showing 95% confidence 

interval for congruency (horizontal), spatial incongruency (vertical) conditions. 

Upon closer inspection we noticed that while combination weights for some participants 

shifted towards tactile estimates like in the temporal incongruency condition, for the others they 

drastically changed from favoring one estimate to another. We further analyzed the individual 

differences hinted for the spatial discrepancy condition by comparing the change in combination 

weights in temporal and spatial incongruency conditions relative to the congruency condition 

(Figure 12). To this end, we subtracted the combination weights in the congruency condition from 

the incongruency conditions. We found that the change in combination weights in the temporal 

incongruency condition was orthogonal to the those for spatial incongruency condition (r (22) = -

0.028, p = .9). In line with this, we observed that almost half of the relative combination weights 

were shifted to opposite directions in incongruency conditions (Shaded areas in Figure 12). 

However, an exact McNemar test suggests that this trend was not sufficient to form statistically 

two distinct groups. 
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Figure 12. Tactile weights in the incongruency conditions relative to the spatiotemporal congruency condition. Error 

bars show 95% confidence interval for temporally incongruent (horizontal) and spatially incongruent (vertical) visual 

conditions. 

Overall, we found that spatiotemporal incongruency modulates how visual and tactile 

information are combined for supplementing peripheral vision for detecting small visual 

displacements. More specifically, while temporal incongruency systematically shifted the 

combination weights towards unisensory estimates, spatial incongruencies led to different 

strategies. The changes in combination weights in the presence of a spatial congruency is 

reminiscent of cue switching where multisensory estimates are driven by either of the unisensory 

estimates. Here, we observed that combination weights switched between visual and tactile 

estimates in spatial incongruency condition compared to congruency condition. Thus, if visual 

estimates had more weight in congruency condition, they gain more weight in temporal 

incongruency condition whereas tactile estimates became dominant in the spatial incongruency 

condition. This is a particularly interesting finding as it shows that spatiotemporal congruency is 

an important determinant of how the sensory information from different sources will be combined. 

This has direct consequences for virtual reality applications, where rendering multiple sensory cues 

congruently is a challenge. 
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General Discussion 

The peripheral retina provides visual information from more than 99% of the visual field at 

a lower resolution than its counterpart, fovea. While the lower resolution allows sampling 

information at a lower biological cost, it may not be feasible for performing perceptual tasks 

especially at higher eccentricities. Thus, the perceptual system resorts to a division of labor where 

the coarse peripheral information informs future actions and the shortcoming of peripheral vision 

at performing peripheral tasks are compensated by various mechanisms. The current dissertation 

project investigated three of these mechanisms that support perceptual judgments at periphery. In 

three studies, it shows how peripheral perception is supported by transsaccadic learning for 

generating object predictions, foveal retinotopic cortex for processing peripheral objects with a 

distinct neural feedback mechanism, and tactile perception for combining supplementary 

information for informing peripheral judgments. More specifically, Study I found that object 

specific predictions for familiar objects to be particularly beneficial for peripheral matching or 

detecting transsaccadic changes compared to general predictions for novel objects that lack object 

specific predictions. In Study II, we found that foveal-feedback supports the peripheral 

discrimination of both novel and familiar object. Crucially, we showed that the foveal-feedback is 

periodically processing peripheral object information which can be masked by incoming foveal 

information following spatial frequency principles. Finally, in Study III we found that visual 

displacement judgments are influenced by tactile displacement cues. Critically, we observed that 

the combination of visual and tactile information modulated depending on the spatiotemporal 

alignment of visual and tactile information. While these studies provided evidence on how these 

mechanisms contribute to peripheral perception, some of the remaining questions on these 

mechanisms are discussed in the following subsections.  

Peripheral-foveal predictions with and without saccades  

We found that peripheral and foveal object predictions can be generalized to locations other 

than where the peripheral and foveal associations are acquired. However, it is not clear how the 

visual system chooses which peripheral and foveal information needs to be associated. As we 

demonstrated in the training phase of Study I, it is not necessary to explicitly attempt to acquire 

these associations or perform the same task as the test trial (see also (Valsecchi & Gegenfurtner, 

2016). The coupling of peripheral and foveal information for association could be realized by the 

spatiotemporal correspondence of the to be associated information, which we found to be critical 

for sensory combination as well as multisensory integration (Ernst & Banks, 2002; Ernst & 
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Bülthoff, 2004). In daily life associating peripheral and foveal information is argued to be primarily 

realized by transsacadic learning (Weiss, Schneider, & Herwig, 2014). Therefore, peripheral and 

foveal object information directly follow each other. More importantly, the remapping of receptive 

field could establish spatial correspondence between peripheral and foveal information from the 

same object. Considering that the visual and visuomotor neurons displaying remapping properties 

are typically found in retinotopically organized structures (for a review see Hall & Colby, 2011), 

it is reasonable to assume that the spatial correspondence of peripheral and foveal information 

depends on retinotopic coordinates. Thus, the visual system could use remapping for 

transsaccadically associating peripheral and foveal object information. However, peripheral and 

foveal object information can be associated without saccades when an object appears at periphery 

then reappears at fixation after a small delay (Herwig & Schneider, 2014). Object associations 

acquired this way are weaker, which underlies the importance of saccades and potentially 

remapping. On the other hand, they might be hinting at a flexible temporal window for forming 

object associations. Temporal flexibility might be mandatory for the visual system given that the 

time between the arrival of pre- and post- saccadic information depends on the eccentricity of the 

object and saccade amplitude. 

Another important question pertaining to the eccentricity of the peripheral object is whether 

the weighting of peripheral to foveal predictions depends on the eccentricity of the peripheral 

target. Decreasing visual sensitivity with increasing eccentricity can potentially modulate object 

predictions at two different levels. First, when the information of an object located at far periphery 

is associated with the foveal information of the same object for instance with a saccade, the 

peripheral information might not be sufficient from discriminating that object from another. This 

would either mean that the fuzzy peripheral object information are not associated or these 

associations may not be as reliable as the ones acquired from smaller eccentricities. Another 

consequence of eccentricity could be that the peripheral object information might not be diagnostic 

enough to trigger a specific foveal prediction, especially if there is competition between predictions 

from visually similar objects. One way of resolving both kinds of ambiguities could be not 

associating or predicting object specific information if the peripheral information is not diagnostic. 

The evidence from transsaccadic integration studies support this notion. The current body of 

evidence suggests that the visual system holds on to pre- and post-saccadic information and 

integrates them only when they are sufficiently similar to each other (Atsma et al., 2016; for a 

review see Stewart et al., 2020). Thus, the visual system might also associate peripheral information 
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with foveal information when they are sufficiently similar. On the other hand, associating 

peripheral and foveal object information might be the default mode of the visual system as it is 

possible to acquire arbitrary object associations even when the peripheral and foveal information 

are belonging to different complex objects (Osterbrink & Herwig, 2019). Finally, the perceptual 

estimates can be optimized by weighting available information based on their reliability (e.g., 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Alais & Burr, 2004, Ernst & Banks, 2002) Therefore, a moderate 

solution can be obtained if the visual system takes into account the reliability of object information 

when associating or predicting object information. Hence, the weighting of object prediction for 

making decision would be scaled by the reliability of information that was used to generate that 

prediction. Thus, it is unclear if and how the visual system associates and predicts object 

information with unreliable information. 

Potential limitations of foveal-feedback in daily life 

In Study II, we used delayed foveal noise patches to investigate the informational content 

and the temporal dynamics of the foveal-feedback. While gaussian noise patches are hardly typical 

in daily life, the frequency specific masking of foveal-feedback has direct consequences for the 

utility of foveal-feedback in everyday life. More importantly, with the frequently executed eye 

movements, peripheral objects are brought to fovea. The interaction of presaccadic and 

postsaccadic information has been repeatedly shown to alter how we perceive objects (for a review 

see Stewart, Valsecchi, and Schütz, 2020). The postsaccadic information usually updates 

presaccadic information by means of transsaccadic integration or overwriting it (Grzeczkowski et 

al., 2020; Parker & Tas, 2020; Tas et al., 2012, 2021). Does postsaccadic information mask foveal-

feedback of presaccadic object information?  There is some evidence that foveal-feedback is not 

involved when a saccade is planned (Fan et al., 2016). The postsaccadic masking might be the 

reason for why foveal-feedback is not engaged when saccades are involved. Then, another 

important question is whether the visual system is not engaging foveal-feedback by default, or it 

has to learn to discard or not to engage the foveal-feedback when it is not reliable.  

Apart from postsaccadic masking, the benefit of foveal-feedback might be limited for some 

tasks or visual scenes. For instance, when searching for an object in clutter, in addition to 

peripheral-foveal predictions, foveal-feedback could support the visual search by processing 

peripheral information in foveal retinotopic cortex. However, the processing of peripheral 

information can be disrupted by the other foveally sampled objects in the scene. Based on our 

results, the efficiency of such objects at masking foveal-feedback would depend on the degree of 
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overlap between the spatial frequency composition of the peripheral and foveal stimuli. Thus, the 

role of foveal-feedback in daily life requires further investigation.  

Combining sensory information from within and across senses 

While peripheral to foveal and foveal to peripheral predictions can be generated for a variety 

of simple features or complex objects, the association of peripheral and foveal information is not 

mandatory after each saccade. In daily life, it is not typical to encounter objects that change their 

appearance during saccade. Hence, it might have been a reasonable strategy for the visual system 

to directly associate presaccadic and postsaccadic information. However, the visual system is 

selectively sensitive to large change transsaccadic changes and associates presaccadic and 

postsaccadic information based on the discrepancy of the two information (Köller et al., 2020). 

Presumably, this provides greater flexibility to the visual system to re-calibrate when it is necessary 

and discard less persistent and discrepant miss percepts. This is also in line with the evidence from 

transsaccadic integration studies suggesting that the presaccadic and postsaccadic information is 

not integrated if they are discrepant (Atsma et al., 2016; Demeyer et al., 2010; Laurin et al, 2021).  

Similarly, visual information can be combined or integrated with sensory information from 

other senses. However, unlike combining visual information within the same modality, combining 

information across senses requires a crossmodal mapping. When there are multiple information 

present from the same modality, combining or integrating information corresponding to the same 

object should mainly be limited by the reliability of the sensory information. On the other hand, 

when there is multiple information from different senses, combining or integrating information 

across senses is not only limited by the reliability of individual sensory information but also how 

well this information can be mapped across senses. The crossmodal mapping of sensory 

information can be realized by multisensory neurons (Alais, Newel, & Mamassian, 2010; Stein & 

Meredith, 1993), that limits combinations to the sensory information within the same 

spatiotemporal window. The results of Study III also underline how multisensory combination 

patterns modulated by the spatiotemporal alignment of the visual and tactile information. In 

addition to the spatiotemporal alignment, sensory combination and integration could be potentially 

guided by existing crossmodal correspondences (Spence, 2011). Crossmodal correspondences 

describe nonarbitrary relationship between perceptual dimensions that are acquired via statistical 

learning, structural similarity, or semantic mediation (Spence, 2011). These relationships such as 

between size and pitch (i.e., smaller objects are associated with higher pitches than larger objects.) 

modulates binding information from different senses (Bien et al., 2012; Orchard-Mills et al., 2016). 
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Therefore, if and how sensory information will be combined or integrated seem to depend on their 

correspondence and spatiotemporal alignment in general. However, it is not clear how these factors 

weighed for determining if two sensory information needs to be combined. For instance, 

corresponding audiovisual stimuli can still be integrated despite being spatially misaligned (Bien 

et al. 2012). Similarly, temporal alignment can be a more important determinant factor for 

multisensory integration for performing non-spatial tasks (Spence, 2013). 

Finally, there seems to be differences in how sensory information from different senses are 

combined with peripheral or foveal information. The most striking difference between peripheral 

and foveal information could be their reliability as the fovea offers higher resolution. Hence, 

according to MLE, peripheral information should have a lower weighting in integration than foveal 

information in general. However, this may not be the whole picture as the foveal information can 

be preferred over peripheral information even it is less reliable (e.g., (Gloriani & Schütz, 2019). 

Astonishingly, audiovisual and visuotactile integration with peripheral and foveal information can 

be drastically different. For instance, Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2017) found that while fission illusion 

(i.e., a visual flash perceived to be double when paired with double tap or beeps) is stronger in 

periphery than fovea, the fusion illusion (i.e., two flashes perceived as one when paired with a 

single tap or beep) is stronger at fovea than periphery. Considering the high similarity of illusions 

in terms of visual reliability, these results might indicate a difference in how foveal and peripheral 

information are integrated beyond differences in visual sensitivity. 

In conclusion, the results of Study I, II, and III clearly demonstrate the intricate interactions 

between peripheral vision and other perceptual mechanisms. These interactions portray a division 

of labor within and across sensory modalities for optimizing perceptual estimates and decisions 

with the available sensory information. While periphery has a limited visual resolution compared 

to fovea, it provides coarse information from a large visual field at a relatively low biological cost. 

Thus, it provides essential summary statistics for planning future actions and perception in general. 

On the other hand, limited resolution especially at the far periphery may not always be sufficient 

for discriminating visual targets or making decisions. Thus, the perceptual system uses 

transsaccadic predictions from experience, additional processing resources normally reserved for 

other perceptual systems, or available supplementary information from other senses to improve the 

reliability of perceptual estimates for performing peripheral tasks. 
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Study II 

Frequency-specific and periodic masking of peripheral characters by delayed foveal input 
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Abstract 

The foveal-feedback mechanism supports peripheral object recognition by processing information 

about peripheral objects in foveal retinotopic visual cortex. When a foveal object is asynchronously 

presented with a peripheral target, peripheral discrimination performance is affected differently 

depending on the relationship between the foveal and peripheral objects. However, it is not clear 

whether the delayed foveal input competes for foveal resources with the information processed by 

foveal-feedback or masks it. In the current study, we tested these explanations by measuring the 

effect of foveal noise at different spatial frequencies on peripheral discrimination of familiar and 

novel characters. Our results showed that the impairment of foveal-feedback was strongest for low-

spatial frequency noise. A control experiment revealed that for spatially overlapping noise, low-

spatial frequencies were more effective than medium-spatial frequencies in the periphery, but vice 

versa in the fovea. This suggests that the delayed foveal input selectively masks foveal-feedback 

when it is sufficiently similar to the peripheral information. Additionally, this foveal masking was 

periodic as evidenced by behavioral oscillations at around 5 Hz. Thus, we conclude that foveal-

feedback supports peripheral discrimination of familiar and novel objects by periodically 

processing peripheral object information. 
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Introduction 

 The visual system is characterized by a division of labor between the foveal and peripheral 

visual field. Foveal vision allows for high-acuity and color vision in a small part of the visual field 

and the peripheral visual field allows for a large field of view at lower resolution (Malpeli & Baker, 

1975; Curcio, Sloan, Kalina, & Hendrickson, 1990; Levi 2008; Strasburger, Rentschler, & Juttner, 

2011; Rosenholtz, 2016; Simpson, 2017). Interestingly, peripheral and foveal processing are not 

independent of each other. Peripheral object information is fed back to foveal retinotopic cortex to 

support peripheral discrimination (Williams et al., 2008; Chambers, Allen, Maizey, & Williams, 

2013; Fan et al. 2016, for a review see Stewart et al. 2020; Oletto et al. 2022). An impairment of 

peripheral object discrimination occurs when foveal-feedback is interrupted by TMS of foveal 

retinotopic areas (Chambers, Allen, Maizey, & Williams, 2013) or by asynchronously presenting 

a foveal stimulus (Yu & Shim, 2016). However, the time window and the precise informational 

content of this foveal-feedback mechanism is still unclear.  

 Previous results are somewhat inconclusive about the informational content and the 

temporal dynamics of foveal-feedback. For instance, while asynchronously presented foveal noise 

impairs peripheral discrimination, presenting a foveal object identical to the peripheral target 

improves peripheral discrimination. This suggests that the foveal input interferes with the foveal-

feedback only when it does not match the peripheral object information processed by the foveal-

feedback. This extends previous neuroimaging reports suggesting that the foveal-feedback 

processing is selective for the object’s category (Williams et al., 2008; Fan et al. 2016). In stark 

contrast to neuroimaging results, a foveal object from the same category as the peripheral object 

does not lead to a stronger impairment than an object from another category (Weldon, Woolgar, 

Rich, & Williams, 2016). Thus, it is not clear to what extent the information processed by foveal-

feedback is similar to the peripheral object. A plausible explanation accommodating these results 

would be that the foveal stimulus competes with the content of the foveal feedback(Weldon, 

Woolgar, Rich, & Williams, 2016). This implies that while an identical foveal stimulation supports 

peripheral discrimination, other foveal objects are detrimental to it. Therefore, when there is a 

competition between the foveal stimulus and the content of foveal-feedback, peripheral 

discrimination suffers. Another explanation is that the foveal object is not competing for foveal 

resources but acting like a mask (Stromeyer, & Julesz, 1972; White & Lorber, 1976; Legge, Cohen, 

& Stromeyer, 1978; Solomon & Pelli, 1994 Hutchinson, & Ledgeway, 2004; Bachmann, & Francis, 
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2014). Thus, the similarity between the peripheral and the foveal information determines the 

strength of impairment. However, when the mask is identical to the peripheral object, the foveal 

object no longer acts as a mask and aids foveal-feedback as a secondary source of object 

information. Current results do not distinguish if there is a competitive or a masking relationship 

between the foveal stimulus and the foveal-feedback. 

 Characters of written language present a unique opportunity to test these explanations and 

identify the informational content of foveal-feedback. Characters are one of the best studied visual 

objects and are highly relevant for daily life (Parish, & Sperling, 1991; Solomon & Pelli, 1994; 

Legge, Mansfield, & Chung, 2001; Majaj, Pelli, Kurshan, & Palomares, 2002; Grainger, & Dufau, 

2008). On the one hand, they are more complex than simple visual features, which are immune to 

foveal-feedback interruption (Fan et al. 2016; Yu & Shim, 2016). On the other hand, they are still 

simple objects in the sense that they can be identified by a narrow spatial frequency band (Solomon 

& Pelli, 1994; Majaj et al., 2002). This makes them particularly useful to understand if the foveal 

object is competing or masking the foveal-feedback information. If the information processed by 

foveal-feedback is masked by the foveal object, then a foveal object that contains similar spatial 

frequencies as the peripheral object would impair the peripheral discrimination more than a foveal 

object that overlaps less in spatial frequencies. In contrast, if the foveal object is competing with 

the foveal-feedback information, then foveal objects would impair peripheral discrimination in a 

similar manner regardless of the overlap in spatial frequency bands. Thus, we tested the predictions 

of the “masking” and “competition” explanations by using foveal noises defined by different 

frequency bands. 

 As previous studies widely vary in their estimation of the time window of foveal-feedback 

(for a comparison see Table 1 in Oletto et al. 2022), we densely sampled the stimulus onset 

asynchrony (SOA) of the foveal noise. Recently, it has been shown that this variation might be due 

to foveal-feedback not having one but multiple critical time windows of reduced peripheral 

discrimination oscillating at 5 Hz (Contemori et al., 2022). Another reason to densely sample SOAs 

is the fact that the speed of visual processing depends on the spatial frequencies of the signal. This 

is captured by coarse-to-fine visual processing where low spatial frequency information is 

processed before high spatial frequency information (for a review see Kaufmann, Ramanoel, & 

Peyrin, 2014). Hence, dense sampling allows us to identify the time window of foveal-feedback, 

which might shift between different spatial frequencies of foveal noise. 
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Finally, foveal-feedback has been studied almost exclusively with trained (e.g., Weldon, Woolgar, 

Rich, & Williams, 2016; Weldon, Woolgar, Rich, & Williams, 2020).  or familiar stimuli 

(Ramezani, Kheradpisheh, Thorpe, & Ghodrati, 2019). Thus, it is still unclear if foveal-feedback 

is restricted to familiar stimuli or if it also supports the peripheral discrimination of novel objects. 

Transsaccadic feature prediction is another mechanism that supports peripheral object 

discrimination by using both peripheral and foveal information. It supports discrimination by 

generating object predictions using previously associated peripheral and foveal object information 

(Herwig, & Schneider, 2014; Osterbrink, & Herwig, 2021; Poth, Herwig, & Schneider, 2015). We 

recently showed that peripheral discrimination of novel objects similarly benefits from these 

predictions albeit in a more general way and to a weaker extent (Goktepe & Schütz, 2023). To 

check if foveal-feedback applies to novel objects at all, we compared Korean characters that were 

novel to our observers and Latin characters that were over-trained through lifespan. If foveal-

feedback depends on previous experience then foveal noise should impair only the peripheral 

discrimination of Latin characters. 

Results 

 The temporal dynamics and the informational content of foveal-feedback 

The main purpose of the current experiment was to investigate the information that is processed by 

foveal-feedback, how it interacts with foveal input (e.g., masking vs. competition) and to check if 

foveal-feedback generalizes to novel peripheral targets. To this end, we asked observers to perform 

a peripheral same-different judgment task using characters from their native script (Latin alphabet) 

and a foreign script (Korean). A bandpass-filtered foveal noise centered on one of three frequency 

bands was presented at different SOAs (see Fig. 1). Thus, any difference across foveal noise types 

provides evidence for masking of foveal feedback. Similarly, a reduction in peripheral 

discrimination of Korean characters would provide evidence for the generalizability of foveal-

feedback to novel objects.  
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Figure 1. Stimuli and Methods. Example of trials from contrast threshold (A), Experiment 1 (B), and Experiment 2 

(C). A, Experiment 1 used two QUEST procedures to determine the character contrast threshold of each observer. B, 

in Experiment 1 observers fixated to a central dot for a random duration of 200-400 ms. Following the offset of the 

fixation dot, either two Korean or Latin characters were presented 10° left and right of the fixation location for 60 ms. 

Low, Medium, or High level noise was presented at fixation for 60 ms at a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of -30 to 

290 ms. A-C, Stimuli are not drawn to scale for illustration purposes. D, List of Latin and Korean characters used in 

the experiments. E, Three frequencies of noise that were used in the experiments. As the width of the characters was 

approximately one degree of visual angle, one c/charwidth corresponds to one c/deg. 

 For each character and noise condition, we densely sampled a relatively wide time window 

of SOAs to determine the onset and the duration of foveal-feedback processing with a resolution 

much higher than most of the previous studies. As a result, we measured foveal-feedback in 

overlapping SOAs as Contemori et al. (2022). In contrast to Contemori et al. (2022), we calculated 

discrimination performance (d’) for each SOA as the average of trials where the foveal noise was 

present at that time window (for details see Data Analysis). In other words, our analysis shows at 

which interval foveal noise impairs peripheral discrimination of characters.  

 Following previous studies (Weldon, Woolgar, Rich, & Williams, 2016; Weldon, Woolgar, 

Rich, & Williams, 2020), we identified the time window of foveal-feedback by checking the 

change in the relative discrimination performance across noise intervals within each noise and 

character conditions. To this end, we created 10000 permuted-datasets by shuffling the SOA labels 

of each trial separately for each observer and conditions. For each empirical and permuted-dataset 

in each condition, we set the mean discrimination performance to zero by subtracting the overall 
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mean across SOAs. Hence, negative values in Fig. 2 indicate a reduction in performance compared 

to the mean. The top 95th percentile performance of the permuted-datasets in each condition 

(dashed lines in fig. 2) served as the critical value of the underlying omnibus statistical test that is 

equivalent to a one-sided test at α= 0.05. 

 

Figure 2. Change in peripheral discrimination performance (d’) for Latin (A) and Korean (B) characters with low-, 

medium-, and high-spatial frequency foveal noise. Negative values indicate discrimination performance below the 

mean. The dashed line shows the 95th percentile of the permuted performance corresponding to one-sided statistical 

test (for illustration purposes only the smallest critical value is shown). The lower horizontal bars indicate SOAs with 

significant reductions in performance.   

 The temporal profile of peripheral discrimination was remarkably similar for each character 

and noise condition. In both conditions, discrimination performance in all noise conditions was 

lower than the no-noise baseline condition (see Appendix 1). The peripheral discrimination 

performance appeared particularly vulnerable to foveal noise for the period of 90 ms after the 

stimulus onset (0 SOA). During the first 60 ms of this period, the foveal stimulus and peripheral 

targets were both present at the same time. Therefore, this period of vulnerability could be also 

attributed to divided attention (Fan et al. 2016). The following period between 90-170 was 

characterized by a relatively stronger peripheral discrimination performance and a recovery of 

performance. Following the period of recovery, the discrimination performance declined again at 

180 ms after stimulus onset. The interval between 180-190 ms was a period of major reduction in 
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all condition, which overlaps with the effective time windows reported by multiple studies (Yu & 

Shim, 2016; 150-200 ms; Fan et al. 2016, 150-233 ms; Weldon et al. 2016; 117-234 ms; Weldon 

et al., 2020 117-234; Contemori et al. 2022, 2023 94-177 ms). However, the period of significant 

reduction we observed was slightly later around 220 ms and was present only for the LSF noise 

condition. Peripheral discrimination of Latin characters was significantly impaired by LSF noise 

at 200 ms (p = 0.038), 210 ms (p = 0.006), and 220 ms (p = 0.019). Similarly, discrimination of 

Korean characters was significantly impaired at 220 ms (p = 0.035) and 230 ms (p = 0.005) by LSF 

noise. At a first glance, this significant dip after the common 180-190 interval looks at odds with 

previous results. However, most of the foveal-feedback periods reported by studies employing 

fewer and wider noise time windows. Thus, our noise sampling allowed us to detect critical periods 

within the reported periods with higher precision. Hence, like the major dip at 180 ms, the 

significant reduction period around 220 ms is also consistent with previous reports and maybe the 

epicenter of the foveal-feedback period. Critically, while the reduction of 180 ms was common in 

all noise conditions, the significant reduction around 220 ms was specific to LSF noise.  

 We then compared the strength of foveal noise modulation across noise conditions 

separately for each character condition. To this end, we used the SOAs that yielded the strongest 

impairment in each noise condition.  This allowed us to avoid any temporal bias in the analysis as 

different spatial frequencies could mask foveal-feedback at different time intervals. By means of 

shuffling noise condition labels for each participant we obtained 10000 permuted-datasets (for 

details see Data Analysis). Next, we checked if the differences between the observed conditions 

are more extreme than the central 95th percentile of differences in the respective differences in the 

permuted-datasets. Thus, for each noise comparison we tested significance with a two-tailed 

statistical test at α = 0.05. We found that for Latin characters, LSF noise impaired performance 

significantly stronger than MSF (p = 0.042) and HSF noise (p = 0.042). There was no significant 

difference between MSF and HSF noise (p = 0.828). The discrimination performance for the 

Korean characters followed the same trend but LSF was only significantly stronger than HSF (p = 

0.034). The differences between LSF and MSF (p = 0.057) and MSF and HSF (p = 0.668) did not 

reach significance. 

 So far, our analysis compared differences in discrimination performance between SOAs. 

Comparing discrimination performance in trials with different SOAs essentially checks if there are 

temporally limited periods of major reductions. This is highly desirable as the foveal noise could 
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impact discrimination performance in other ways, for instance as a distractor (Fan et al. 2016). 

However, it is a conservative method that would completely miss an effect of periodic reductions 

in multiple time intervals. To capture potential periodic reductions, we conducted a complementary 

frequency analysis reported in the next section. 

Periodicity of foveal-feedback 

 It has been recently suggested that foveal-feedback is a recurrent process instead of a one-

off occurrence (Contemori et al., 2022). The periodicity of a mechanism is typically measured by 

analyzing the oscillatory signals from EEG or from perceptual performance (Drewes & VanRullen, 

2011; Landau & Fries, 2012; Fiebelkorn, Saalmann, & Kastner 2013; Tomassini et al., 2015; 

Benedetto & Morrone, 2017 ; Zhang, Morrone, & Alais, 2019). Like neural oscillations, behavioral 

oscillations are analyzed using Fourier transformations to estimate the contribution of each 

frequency band. Contemori et al. (2022) showed that the influence of a central noise on the 

peripheral discrimination performance oscillates at around 5 Hz. In the current study, we found 

that LSF noise is more effective than MSF and HSF noise. Therefore, if the behavioral oscillations 

reported earlier underly foveal-feedback processes, then we should find similar oscillations to be 

stronger in the LSF condition. To link foveal-feedback to the periodic changes in the perceptual 

performance, we analyzed the Fourier spectrum of each character and noise condition. In order to 

identify significant peaks in amplitudes, we generated permuted amplitudes from the shuffled-

datasets and perform a one-tailed omnibus statistical test with α = 0.05 for each noise condition 

(see Data Analysis for details). We found frequency amplitudes peaking at around 5 Hz for LSF 

and MSF noise for both character conditions. As expected, in the LSF condition, amplitudes for 

these frequencies were significantly higher than the permuted amplitudes (dashed lines in Fig. 3). 

For the Latin characters these frequencies ranged from 0.79 to 7.94 Hz (pmax= 0.035, pmin = 0.01). 

For Korean characters we found that similar frequencies from 0.79 to 8.73 Hz (pmax= 0.041, pmin = 

0.011) had significantly more amplitude. In contrast, in the MSF noise condition the peak was 

located around 8 Hz. More importantly, frequencies ranging from 5.56 to 8.73 Hz had significantly 

more power only in the Korean character condition (pmax= 0.045, pmin = 0.034). This is probably 

reflecting the common dip at 180 ms, which appeared to be more pronounced for Korean than Latin 

characters.  

 Next, we compared the amplitudes across noise conditions by analyzing the Fourier 

spectrum of the permuted data generated for the noise comparisons (for more details see Data 
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Analysis). Then, we calculated the amplitude differences between the maximum amplitude in each 

real and permuted noise condition. Next, we used the central 95th percentile of the permuted 

differences to assess statistical significance at α = 0.05 with a two-tailed test. We found that for the 

discrimination of Latin characters, the LSF noise condition had stronger oscillations than MSF (p 

= 0.009) and HSF (p < 0.001). The amplitude difference between MSF and HSF noise conditions 

did not reach significance (p = 0.85). For Korean characters, LSF noise had the highest amplitude 

but none of the comparisons reached significance (LSF vs MSF: p = 0.423; LSF vs HSF: p = 0.057; 

MSF vs HSF: p = 0.276).  

 

Figure 3. Perceptual performance oscillations for Latin (A) and Korean (B) characters across LSF, MSF, and HSF 

conditions. Dashed line shows 95th percentile amplitude calculated from permuted data corresponding to a one-sided 

statistical test (for illustration purposes only the largest critical value is shown). Horizontal bars indicate frequencies 

with a significantly larger amplitude.   

 Overall, we found a significant reduction of discrimination performance around the SOA 

of 220 ms for the LSF noise condition for both character conditions. Therefore, we suggest that 

foveal-feedback is also supporting the peripheral discrimination of novel objects. LSF noise was 

particularly detrimental to discrimination performance and led to stronger impairments. This 

frequency-specific effect is more compatible with masking rather than competition or attention 

(Fan et al. 2016). 
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Foveal-feedback follows spatial frequency processing 

 Previous studies provided some evidence that the informational content of foveal-feedback 

is specific at least at the level of object category (Williams et al., 2008;  Fan et al. 2016; Yu & Shim, 

2016, but see Weldon et al. 2016). So far, our results suggest that peripheral discrimination 

performance of characters was particularly impaired by LSF noise acting as a mask. The specific 

effect also implies that foveal-feedback processes information that is more vulnerable to a specific 

type of foveal input. This systematic impairment due to masking of LSF noise provides us with a 

unique opportunity to better describe what is exactly processed by foveal-feedback. The superiority 

of LSF noise over MSF and HSF can be explained by fundamental spatial frequency (Parish, & 

Sperling, 1991; Solomon & Pelli, 1994; Legge, Mansfield, & Chung, 2001; Majaj, Pelli, Kurshan, 

& Palomares, 2002; Grainger, & Dufau, 2008). Within this framework, the most effective foveal 

noise should be the most effective mask for the information processed by foveal-feedback. This 

means that foveal-feedback is processing object information that has a spatial frequency 

distribution very similar to LSF noise. Considering previous evidence suggesting that the foveal-

feedback is processing peripheral object information, LSF noise should be masking Korean and 

Latin characters more efficiently than the MSF or HSF noise. If LSF noise is better at masking 

foveal-feedback information, then our peripheral characters should be processed by the same 

frequency channels that are responsible for processing LSF noise. Hence, if it is the precise object 

information encoded by peripheral retinae processed by foveal-feedback, then LSF noise should 

be better at masking peripheral characters than other frequency bands.  

 It is well established that character processing in the fovea occurs at a higher spatial 

frequency band, equivalent to our MSF noise (Majaj et al., 2002). Therefore, if the peripheral 

characters are masked by the foveal noise according to foveal processing of letters, the strongest 

performance reduction would be expected for MSF instead of LSF noise. However, peripheral 

processing of letters is supported by frequency channels closer to LSF than MSF noise (Anderson 

& Thibos, 1999; Chung, Legge, & Tjan, 2002). Hence, if the foveal noise is masking the peripheral 

information processed by foveal-feedback, then LSF should be a more effective mask because the 

spatial frequency composition of the peripheral information is more similar to LSF than MSF. 

Thus, we conducted a follow-up experiment to test whether peripheral LSF or MSF noise is a better 

mask for peripheral character discrimination. We measured the discrimination performance at 0° 

(fixation) and 10° eccentricity for Latin and Korean characters (Fig. 1). Both characters were 
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embedded in LSF or MSF noise with the same RMS contrast. Then, using a staircase method, we 

varied the character contrast to determine the discrimination threshold of observers.  

 

Figure 4. Character contrast thresholds for Latin (A) and Korean (B) characters at 0° (fixation) and 10° eccentricity. 

Light colors indicate individual participants and dark color the average across participants. Error bars represent 95% 

confidence intervals for MSF noise (horizontal), LSF noise (vertical), and their pairwise comparisons (diagonal). 

 Figure 4 shows character contrast thresholds of each observer for peripheral and foveal 

discrimination judgments of characters embedded in LSF or MSF noise. For both character 

conditions, character contrast thresholds were higher for LSF noise than MSF noise for targets 

presented at 10° eccentricity. To compare contrast thresholds against both noise and character 

conditions we used a Linear Mixed Model (LMM), where character, noise frequency, and stimulus 

eccentricity were fixed factors and participants was a random factor. The model yielded significant 

main effects of stimulus eccentricity (t(119) = -13.6, p < 0.001) and noise frequency (t(119) = -

2.136, p = 0.035) but no effect of character (t(199) = -0.394, p = 0.694). Crucially, there was a 

significant interaction between noise frequency and target eccentricity suggesting that the 

effectiveness of noise masking depended on stimulus eccentricity (t(119) = 3.031, p = 0.003, see 

Methods for complete statistical results). Post-hoc Holm-Bonferroni corrected comparisons on 

eccentricity and noise interaction showed that contrast thresholds were higher for MSF than LSF 

noise at fixation (p = 0.011), as expected. Crucially, in line with previous studies (Anderson & 

Thibos, 1999; Chung, Legge, & Tjan, 2002) the pattern was reversed for characters presented at 

10° eccentricity and contrast thresholds were higher for LSF than for MSF noise (p = 0.009). 

Hence, we suggest that the effectiveness of foveal noise at impairing peripheral discrimination 
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depends on the efficacy of the noise for peripheral processing and not for foveal processing. 

Moreover, our results provide the first direct evidence that foveal-feedback is processing peripheral 

information that is vulnerable to masking.  

Discussion 

 The foveal-feedback mechanism supports peripheral object discrimination by processing 

information related to peripheral objects in foveal retinotopic visual cortex (Williams et al., 2008; 

Fan et al. 2016). Previous studies provided mixed evidence about the informational content of 

foveal-feedback and its relation to peripheral objects: It was not clear whether the input from foveal 

object competes or masks the information processing by the foveal-feedback. In the current study, 

we tested these explanations by varying the relationship between the peripheral target and the 

foveal noise. According to the competition explanation, all foveal noises should have comparable 

effects on peripheral discrimination as they all compete with foveal-feedback. In contrast, 

according to the masking explanation, the similarity of the foveal and peripheral objects should 

dictate how foveal-feedback will be affected. Our results favor the latter argument as the foveal-

feedback impairment was stronger for noise with low- than with medium- or high-spatial 

frequency. In Experiment 2, we showed that the foveal-feedback follows spatial frequency 

processing of peripheral vision as low-spatial frequency noise was more efficient at masking 

peripheral information than medium-spatial frequency noise.  

 Previous studies described foveal-feedback as a mechanism supporting the discrimination 

of complex objects (Fan et al. 2016; Yu & Shim, 2016), but not simple features. While higher-level 

objects such as rendered complex objects (Weldon, Woolgar, Rich, & Williams, 2016; Weldon, 

Woolgar, Rich, & Williams, 2020) or complex objects from daily life (Ramezani, Kheradpisheh, 

Thorpe, & Ghodrati, 2019). are clearly affected by interrupting foveal-feedback, the discrimination 

of simple visual features like motion (Fan et al. 2016) and orientation(Yu & Shim, 2016) does not 

seem be affected by interrupting foveal-feedback in the same way. Our results suggest that the 

interruption of foveal-feedback processing not only depends on the properties of the peripheral 

information but also on the relationship between peripheral and foveal information. Thus, we argue 

that foveal-feedback may not be selective in which type of object it supports, instead it might be 

processing all kinds of objects but with varying degree. The degree of support might depend on 

factors such as how resolvable the peripheral object is by peripheral vision alone and the spatial 
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frequency composition. The absence of foveal-feedback for simple features could also be caused 

by using noise that was not effectively masking the foveal-feedback processing for those features.  

 Another topic of debate is the time window of foveal-feedback. The majority of previous 

studies presented foveal noise for long presentation durations at few, temporally spread-out SOAs, 

allowing only for a coarse temporal estimation of foveal-feedback. In Experiment 1 we used 

overlapping and dense sampling of SOAs to obtain a more precise estimation. Unlike Contemori 

et al. (2022) who followed a similar approach, we separately analyzed noise periods of 10 ms. With 

this finer sampling method, we showed that previous seemingly inconsistent reports of foveal-

feedback onsets might be in fact consistent with one and another.  

 More fundamental questions for future research are what foveal retinotopic cortex brings to 

the table by reprocessing peripheral information that is reduced to the resolution of the peripheral 

visual field and how the visual system bridges the differences in processing between the peripheral 

and the foveal visual field, such that information can be exchanged efficiently. Previous studies 

showed that the visual system can learn object-specific associations that connect peripheral and 

foveal object information (Herwig & Schneider, 2014; Osterbrink & Herwig, 2021; Poth, Herwig, 

& Schneider, 2015; Goktepe & Schütz, 2023). This mechanism supposedly helps to align the 

peripheral and foveal representation of objects and to compensate for the differences in processing. 

This object-specific mechanism is supplemented by a more generative transformation between 

peripheral and foveal information because peripheral-to-foveal matching is also possible for 

completely unfamiliar objects31. Our finding of foveal-feedback effect for both, highly-overtrained 

(Latin characters) and novel (Korean characters) objects suggests that these peripheral-foveal 

associations and foveal feedback processing are somewhat independent of each other. On the one 

hand, foveal-feedback processing supports peripheral discrimination even when there is extensive 

experience and as a consequence, strong peripheral-foveal associations for a certain stimulus like 

the Latin characters in our study. This means that the presence of strong peripheral-foveal 

associations does not render foveal-feedback processing superfluous. On the other hand, foveal-

feedback processing can support peripheral discrimination even when the objects are novel and 

have not been observed in dynamic, transsaccadic conditions like the Korean characters in our 

study. This means that peripheral-foveal associations are not necessary to accomplish foveal-

feedback processing. 
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 In conclusion, we found that foveal noise is acting like a spatial frequency mask for the 

foveal-feedback processing of peripheral objects. This means that the processing of foveal-

feedback depends on the spatial-frequency composition of the peripheral information rather than 

on the spatial-frequency preference of foveal processing. The disruption of foveal-feedback was 

detrimental for novel and familiar objects alike, which means on the one hand that foveal-feedback 

processing does not require specific peripheral-foveal associations and on the other hand that 

experience with an object does not render foveal-feedback processing superfluous. In sum, we 

describe foveal-feedback as a mechanism that supports peripheral discrimination of both familiar 

and novel objects by periodically processing peripheral object information.   

Methods 

Participants 

 A total of 36 observers including the author N.G. completed Experiment 1. 26 observers 

(19 females, mean age = 24.38 ± 6.02) performed the Korean characters condition and 31 

observers (22 females, mean age = 25.26 ± 5.65) performed the Latin characters condition.  

 In Experiment 2, 26 observers (17 females, mean Age = 27.38 ± 5.28) performed the 

discrimination task with both Korean and Latin characters. After exclusions, the analysis included 

the data of 19 observers (13 females, mean Age = 26.74 ± 5.62) for Korean and 18 observers (11 

females, mean Age = 27.22 ± 5.7) for Latin characters. 

 All observers had normal or corrected to normal vision without any known visual condition. 

They all signed informed consents prior to testing and received monetary compensation. The 

experiment was approved by the local ethics commission of the Department of Psychology of 

Marburg University (proposal number 2015-35k) and were conducted in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki (1964). 

Stimuli 

 A subset of modern Latin characters (A, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, R, T, U, V, W, 

X, Y) and a subset of Korean characters (댜, 누, 됴, 모, 티, 소, 시, 으, 커, 휴, 버, 쿄, 라, 느, 료, 

무, 피, 조, 지, 즈, 터, 흐, 비, 크) rendered in the  Bookman Old Style font served as stimuli. Each 

character subtended an area of approximately 1 × 1° on the display. For “same” trials in one block, 

10 characters were randomly drawn from the respective character pool. For “different” trials, a set 
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of 10 character pairs was used for all observers (see Fig. 1 for the pairs). Low (LSF), medium 

(MSF), and high (HSF) spatial frequency noises subtended an area of approximately 6.5°× 6.5° 

and were bandpass (Gaussian) filtered random pink noises. Filtered noises had central frequencies 

of 0.9, 3.6, and 12.5 c/character and a band width of 1.6 octaves. Therefore, there was no frequency 

overlap between the three types of noise. They were rendered at fixation within a Gaussian 

envelope with unit standard deviation. They were displayed at a 20% RMS contrast which is more 

suitable for comparing stimuli with different spatial frequencies than Michelson contrast 

(Kukkonen, Rovamo, Tiippana, & Näsänen, 1993). In Experiment 2, the same characters and 

noises were used with the following differences: The characters were displayed at various contrasts 

to measure contrast thresholds. Noises were used as a background for foveally or peripherally 

presented characters at 5% RMS contrast. 

Equipment 

 The stimuli were displayed at a 106 cm distance on a back-projection system comprising of 

a 120 Hz PROPixx projector (VPixx Technologies, Saint Bruno, QC, Canada) with 1920 × 1080 

resolution and a 91 × 51 cm Stewart Filmscreen (Torrance, CA). Prior to the experiment, gamma 

and hot spot corrections were carried out to ensure linear luminance output. After calibration, the 

display had a luminance of 2.07, 71, and 140 cd/m2 for black, grey, and white pixels, respectively. 

An Eyelink 1000+ (SR Research Ltd., ON, Canada) was used to record eye movements. Eye 

movements were recorded at 1000 Hz sampling rate after a 9-point calibration. Calibration points 

were positioned at the screen center and 5 degrees around it. The experiment was programmed in 

MATLAB (MatWorks. Inc.) using Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, Pelli, Ingling, 

Murray, & Broussard, 2007) and EyelinkToolbox (Cornelissen, Peters, & Palmer, 2002).  

Procedure 

Experiment 1 

 In Experiment 1, both Korean and Latin characters conditions followed the same procedure 

and were each completed in three separate sessions. Each session consisted of a thresholding block 

and an experimental block.  

 The thresholding procedure contained two QUESTs (Watson, 2017) to determine individual 

character contrast values necessary for achieving 75% accuracy without a foveal noise. At the 

beginning of each trial, a fixation cross was presented for a random duration of 200-400 ms on a 
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neutral background. Following the fixation offset, two characters were presented at 10° on the 

horizontal meridian. Observers were asked to indicate whether these characters were the same or 

different. Observers were instructed to keep fixation at the center for the full duration of the trial. 

The mean of the two contrast values suggested by QUESTs was used in the experimental block. 

Following the eye tracker calibration, observers proceeded to the experimental trials.  

 Experimental trials consisted of no-noise (baseline), LSF, MSF, and HSF conditions. The 

no-noise condition was similar to the thresholding trials, but with a fixed stimulus contrast. In the 

noise trials, a foveal noise was presented at a random stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). At the 

beginning of each session SOAs between -30 and 290 ms were randomly selected from a uniform 

distribution and repeated equally in each noise condition. An SOA of zero reflects simultaneous 

onset of the stimulus and noise. Hence, for negative SOAs, the noise preceded the stimulus. Each 

trial started with a fixation check followed by a fixation cross presented for a random duration 

between 200-400 ms. 60 ms after the offset of the fixation cross, the characters were presented for 

60 ms. For noise trials, the foveal noise was presented at the respective SOA for 60 ms. If the gaze 

of observers left a central 6.5 × 6.5° square at any time during the trial, they received an auditory 

warning at the end of that trial. Each session consisted of 80 threshold trials and 620 test trials (i.e., 

20 no-noise trials, and 200 trials per noise condition) in randomized order, which took about two 

hours. 

Experiment 2 

 Experiment 2 used a 2-up-1-down staircase procedure to determine the discrimination 

threshold for characters directly embedded in either LSF or MSF noise presented at 0° (fixation) 

or 10°. The embedded peripheral characters were at the center of a 6.5° × 6.5° LSF or MSF noises, 

whereas centrally presented characters were approximately 0.7° degrees apart and embedded 

within LSF or MSF noise (6.5° × 6.5°).  After giving their consent, Experiment 2 started with eye 

tracking calibration. Characters from each condition were presented in blocks. Each block was 

further divided into two subblocks for the foveal and 10° eccentricity conditions. Each block 

contained one ascending and one descending staircase. The staircases were interleaved and the 

character contrast was reduced after two consecutive correct responses or increased after an 

incorrect response. The order of blocks and subblocks was randomized. Each trial started with a 

fixation check, followed by the 60 ms presentation of a pair of characters within one of the two 
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noise backgrounds. Observers again performed a same-different judgment. The experiment had 

640 trials and took about 1.5 hours. 

Data Analysis 

Experiment 1 

 Trials with erroneous fixations were discarded (< 1% of trials per observer). In Experiment 

1, for each character and foveal noise condition, noise SOAs were binned with 10 ms increments 

based on the vertical retrace time stamps of the display. The refresh rate of the display (120 Hz) 

did not allow to sample a comparable number of trials for the -10 SOA. Therefore, these trials were 

also discarded (< 2 % of all trials). Then, for calculating the discrimination performance for each 

SOA, all trials with a central noise present within the 10 ms interval were used. Therefore, we ran 

a moving average with 60 ms window to pool together temporally overlapping SOAs. Thus, for 

calculating the bin at 150 ms SOA, trials with noise onset asynchronies from 100 ms to 150 ms 

were used.  

 For SOA comparison, we used an omnibus one-tailed permutation test. For this, we created 

10000 permuted datasets by reshuffling the perceptual responses across trials of the same condition 

and observer. Permuted datasets were then analyzed in the same way as the actual dataset. For each 

SOA in each noise and character condition, the top 95th percentile of the permuted datasets was 

used as the critical value. Any SOAs with an observed value less than the critical value were 

deemed significant at α= 0.05 for a one-tailed test.  

 For comparing the strength of impairment between noise conditions, we generated another 

10000 permuted datasets for each noise comparison by shuffling the noise labels across trials of 

the respective conditions. In other words, for comparing LSF and MSF noise, we shuffled the noise 

labels of trials only with LSF or MSF noise. Then, as previously, we calculated the group level 

performance of each permuted dataset separately for the two noise conditions in question. We took 

the minimum value for each permuted dataset in each noise condition. The middle 95th percentile 

of the differences between the two noise conditions for the permuted datasets served as the critical 

value. Any observed difference more extreme than the critical value was deemed significant at α= 

0.05 for a two-tailed test.     

 For analyzing the behavioral oscillations, i.e. the periodicity of changes in peripheral 

discrimination performance, we analyzed the Fourier power of the SOA bins tapered by Hanning 
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window. As Contemori et al. (2023), we obtained amplitudes for frequencies ranging from 0-20 

Hz. We used the previously generated permuted datasets for statistical testing. The permuted 

datasets followed the same steps as the empirical data. The top 95th percentile power for each 

condition from the permuted datasets served as a critical value for a one-tailed significance test at 

α= 0.05. Amplitudes were compared across noise conditions were calculated similarly to the noise 

comparison analysis by Fourier transforming the permuted datasets created for the noise 

comparison. The difference between the maximum amplitude in the permuted datasets was used to 

determine the critical value for testing the real difference for the respective noise conditions. Any 

observed difference more extreme than the critical value was deemed significant at α= 0.05 for a 

two-tailed test.     

Experiment 2 

 In Experiment 2, we fitted psychometric functions for each observer, eccentricity, 

background and character condition using the psignifit toolbox for MATLAB (Wichmann & Hill, 

2001). We defined the contrast threshold of each participant as the contrast yielding 70.7 % 

accuracy according to their psychometric function. Observers with psychometric functions that did 

not reach the target accuracy were excluded from the analysis of the respective character condition. 

One additional observer was excluded due to poor fixation throughout the experiment. After 

exclusions, seven observers had valid thresholds only in one of the two character conditions. 

Because of this we conducted a linear mixed model (LMM) with observer as random effects and 

eccentricity (0° vs 10°), noise frequency (LSF vs MSF), and character (Latin vs Korean) as fixed 

effects. In addition to the main effects and interaction reported in Results, the model yielded no 

significant interaction between character and eccentricity (t(119) = 0.346, p = 0.73), or between 

character and noise frequency (t(119) = -0.267, p = 0.79) or between character, eccentricity, and 

noise frequency (t(119) = 0.326, p = 0.745).  
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Supplementary materials 

Experiment 1: Comparison to baseline no-noise condition 

 

Supplementary Figure 1. Character discrimination performance for Latin (A) and Korean (B) characters with foveal 

LSF, MSF, and HSF noise relative to the no-noise performance. The black horizontal lines show the no-noise baseline 

performance. Shaded areas show 99,95% confidence interval corresponding to the alpha level used for statistical 

analyses (α= 0.0007, for 3 × 25 comparisons in each character condition). The upper horizontal bars indicate SOAs 

with significant reductions in performance compared to baseline. 

 Previous studies have used two methods for identifying the time window of foveal-

feedback. In the results section, we used the method of comparing the different SOAs with each 

other. The other method entails comparing SOAs to a no-noise baseline condition (e.g., Fan et al., 

2016). Here, we re-analyzed the data from Experiment 1 using the other method and provide a 

short discussion.  

 We compared each SOA for each noise and character condition to observers’ no noise 

baseline performance (Supplementary Fig 1). Bonferroni corrected paired-sample t-tests revealed 

multiple effective SOAs that vary across noise and character conditions. Both conditions LSF noise 

produced the strongest reduction for similar SOAs. For both characters, we observed a performance 

reduction around an SOA of 30 within a window of 10-60 ms and around an SOA of 240 within a 

window of 10-70 ms. The timeframe of the first episode of foveal-feedback is consistent with 

Weldon et al., 2016, 020)while the second episode is consistent with Fan et al. (2016) and 
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 Ramezani et al. (2019). Therefore, our results capture the wide range of reports from 

previous studies. Whereas MSF noise were effective within smaller time windows around 80 and 

170 SOAs around 10-30 ms. Lastly, HSF noise produced inconsistent episodes of performance 

reductions. However, an episode of reduction starting around an SOA of 170 was common for the 

two characters.  Taken together, in contrast to the SOA comparison method in Results section, 

baseline comparison suggests inconsistent time windows of foveal-feedback across different noise 

and character conditions. However, the difference between the two methods is not surprising. When 

the noise conditions are compared to the no-noise condition, there is an inherited assumption that 

any change in performance is due to foveal-feedback, which may not be necessarily the case. In 

fact, using this method Fan et al. (2016) found a reduction of performance at 50 ms SOA as we 

did. They attributed this reduction to attention as the noise presentation coincided with the 

peripheral target presentation. This is a more plausible explanation as TMS results show that 

foveal-feedback takes place around 300 ms after target onset8. While this method is prone to false 

positives, comparing SOAs with each other can be over conservative as it would yield a null result 

if there are multiple episodes of foveal-feedback causing similar amounts of reduction. Therefore, 

our analysis in the main results is more likely to show the time window of foveal-feedback when 

it is strongest.  
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Study III* 

 

Spatiotemporal congruency modulates weighting of visuotactile information in displacement 

judgments 

 

Nedim Goktepe1, Knut Drewing2, and Alexander C. Schütz3

Abstract 

With the recent technological developments, devices capable of rendering multisensory 

experiences such as virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) became widely available. One 

challenge of these devices is to deliver multisensory signals with high spatiotemporal fidelity. A 

tight spatiotemporal representation of multisensory signals can be an important determinant of 

whether the two signals would be combined and offer an augmented sensory experience. In the 

current study, we investigated if and how spatially and temporally discrepant tactile displacement 

cues can supplement imprecise visual displacement cues. Participants performed a visual 

displacement task with visual and tactile displacement cues under spatial and temporal 

incongruency conditions. We modelled how participants combined visual and tactile information 

in visuotactile condition using their performance in visual only condition. We found that temporal 

incongruency lead to an increase in tactile weights although they were correlated with the 

congruency condition. In contrast, the spatial incongruency led to individual differences altering 

cue combination strategies. Our results illustrate the importance of spatiotemporal congruency for 

combining tactile and visual cues when making visual displacement judgments. Given the altered 

cue combination strategies and individual differences, we recommend developers to adopt 

individual spatiotemporal calibration procedures to improve the efficiency of the sensory 

augmentation. 

 

Index Terms—Multisensory integration, Sensory substitution, Sensory augmentation, 

Vision, Haptics, Spatial Congruency, Temporal Congruency, Individual differences 
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Introduction 

ew technologies are chasing the next best thing for creating realistic experiences in our 

virtual lives. These technologies often try to emulate real life by rendering virtual worlds 

that are similar to what we perceive or to augment sensory experiences by substituting or 

supplementing sensory information. An important step for augmenting user experience through 

virtual applications is to create environments that feature intuitive additional sensory information 

that substitutes or supplements an existing feature in the environment.  

Virtual technologies for extending and improving the perceptual (in)abilities of its users 

have a wide range of applications for both clinical and non-clinical populations. For instance, visual 

information necessary for navigation can be substituted by auditory information to improve 

navigation in visually impaired populations (Jicol et al. 2020; Neugebauer et al. 2020; Scalvini et 

al. 2022).Virtual technologies could also replace conventional therapies by offering better 

therapeutic outcomes at lower costs (Cerritelli et al. 2021). Besides complete substitution, the 

available sensory information can also be supplemented by providing additional sensory 

information from a different modality. For instance, the surgical precision in teleoperated robot-

assisted operations can be improved by supplementing force feedback information from the robot 

hand with a graphical representation (Akinbiyi et al. 2006). 

A potential bottleneck for virtual reality applications is to generate multiple sensory signals 

through multiple devices in tandem (Jicol et al., 2020). There is a knowledge gap about the spatial 

and temporal tolerances of delivering parallel stimulations for substituting or supplementing 

sensory experiences. This is an important question both for developing necessary technologies and 

for understanding how a sensory signal is mapped onto a sensory dimension from another modality. 

One critical question is whether temporal or spatial congruency is necessary for cross dimensional 

mapping. 

The role of spatiotemporal congruency has been primarily studied in the multisensory 

integration literature (Elshout et al. 2020; Lewald, Ehrenstein, and Guski 2001; Miller 1972; Serwe, 

Drewing, and Trommershauser 2009). The general consensus is that spatial and temporal proximity 

of sensory cues is a crucial factor for if and how cues should be integrated (Harrar, Harris, and 

Spence 2017; Jovanovic and Drewing 2014; Körding et al. 2007; Senkowski et al. 2007; Shams 

and Beierholm 2010) for reviews see (Stein and Meredith 1993) and (Calvert, Spence, and Stein 

N 
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2004). The brain  seems to assign sensory information from multiple senses to the same object or 

event if it falls within a close spatiotemporal window (Welch and Warren 1980) (“assumption of 

sensory unity”, for a review see Chen and Spence 2017). In other words, according to the unity 

assumption, the brain expects that sensory cues belonging to the same object should be proximal 

to each other in terms of space and time. However, recent evidence suggests that the spatial and 

temporal congruency is more of a rule of thumb than a must have (Bermant and Welch 1976), for 

a review see (Spence 2013). As per the unity assumption, the ideal spatiotemporal distance between 

the sensory cues for achieving the strongest binding is zero. However, simply watching a 

ventriloquist reveals that this spatiotemporal window is flexible. Under controlled conditions, 

(Slutsky and Recanzone 2001) suggests that for achieving ventriloquism, the timing difference 

between the auditory and visual information should be less than 150 ms and spatial distance should 

be within the audience’s auditory discrimination threshold. Moreover, this flexible window seems 

not to be constant across modalities and tasks. Instead, the spatiotemporal window for sensory 

integration is variable. For instance, spatial congruency seems to be mostly important for spatial 

tasks (Spence 2013). Likewise, the spatiotemporal window for rendering multisensory experiences 

for virtual applications might be also contingent on the sensory modalities of signals and the 

intended use of application rather than fixed.  

In contrast to full multisensory integration, substitute or complimentary sensory 

information can be combined in a common map without integrating individual sensory information. 

Hence, combining sensory information for supplementing information from another sense does not 

require to assume that all sensory information have the same cause. Thus, sensory information 

could be combined in a more flexible spatiotemporal window than multisensory integration. For 

instance, visual search can be facilitated by an auditory cue that is spatially not aligned with the 

visual target (pip and pop effect, (Van Der Burg et al. 2008). Nevertheless, it is plausible to assume 

a spatiotemporal window for arbitrating which sensory information should be combined. Like 

multisensory integration, this spatiotemporal window for combining multiple senses might depend 

on their modality and task requirements. Thus, for developing virtual devices that supplement 

sensory information, it is imperative to deliver sensory signals within a spatiotemporal window 

that is suitable for the modality and the task at hand.  

Here, we investigated the flexibility of the spatiotemporal window for combining sensory 

information and how spatiotemporal discrepancies impact on sensory combination in virtual reality 
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applications. Given the spatiotemporal flexibility for cue combination we opted for extreme spatial 

and temporal discrepancies in order to characterize how cue combination is affected by spatial or 

temporal discrepancies. Considering the potential task and modality dependency of this window, 

we decided to use a task that exploits natural limitations of the visual system. Humans shift their 

gaze up to four times per second by executing saccadic eye movements. During the execution of 

these eye movements, visual sensitivity drops to a degree where it may not be possible to visually 

detect small changes in object positions. While saccades suppress the detection of displacements, 

other senses could supplement this imprecise visual information and improve detection. The 

saccadic suppression of displacement is a robust and a well-studied paradigm where a visual target 

is displaced to a near location during saccades (Bridgeman, Hendry, and Stark 1975; Deubel, 

Schneider, and Bridgeman 1996; Mack 1970; Wallach and Lewis 1966). Here, we used a variant 

of this paradigm where participants were required to fixate instead of executing saccades to targets 

(Born 2019; Zimmermann et al. 2014; Zimmermann, Morrone, and Burr 2013). In this 

implementation, the visual masking that naturally occurs during saccades is simulated by a full 

screen noise that briefly masks the peripheral target before it is displaced. Like for saccadic 

suppression of displacement, the impairment caused by masking can be relieved when the masking 

period is followed by a blank screen before the visual target reappears at a new location (Born 

2019; Deubel et al. 1996; Irwin and Robinson 2018; Zimmermann et al. 2014). Here, we 

supplement visual displacement information with uncorrelated tactile displacement information to 

test the spatiotemporal flexibility in combining these cues. 

In order to render visual and tactile displacement cues, we built a custom setup where visual 

and tactile displacement cues are generated by two independent devices. Thus, our setup allowed 

us to manipulate visual and tactile cues independently from each other. Therefore, we were able to 

test whether imprecise visual displacement cues are substituted by uncorrelated but precise tactile 

displacement cues. More importantly, we checked if and how the spatial and temporal 

synchronicity of these cues is crucial for incorporating tactile cues into visual displacement 

judgments.  

Methods 

Participants 
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29 participants from Marburg University participated in the experiments. Six participants 

were excluded from statistical analyses as four participants failed to follow experiment instructions 

and two participants had points of subjective equalities (PSEs) outside of the measured range (see 

Data Analysis). Hence, the final sample included 23 participants (16 females, mean age = 24.74 ± 

4.3). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal (e.g., contact lenses) vision and did not 

report any tactile insensitivity on their right index finger where the tactile cues were administered. 

Participants signed written informed consent before the experiment and were compensated with 8 

€/hour. The procedure was approved by the local ethics commission of the Department of 

Psychology (proposal number 2015-35k) and was in line with the Declaration of Helsinki (2013) 

except that the study was not preregistered. 

Equipment and Setup 

The experiment was conducted with custom hardware consisting of a visual display and a 

braille device. The visual display was a DELL UltraSharp monitor (resolution: 2560 × 1440) that 

was fitted on a custom platform. With this platform, the screen height and angle were adjusted to 

allow participants to reach the braille device which was located on the back of the screen (Fig. 1a). 

The height and the angle of the display were fixed for all participants. With a chinrest and 

adjustable chair, we ensured that all participants viewed the screen from a similar vantage point. 

The visual display was calibrated to provide linear luminance output (e.g., gamma correction). 

Following the calibration, the luminance for black, grey, and white pixels were 1.17, 126.53, and 

259.74 cd/m2 respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Setup (a) and design (b) of the experiment. a) Participants reached to the braille cell that was located under 

the screen and correspond to the visual target in the spatial congruency conditions. b) Example trials from visuotactile 

conditions. None of the stimuli is drawn to scale. 
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Tactile displacement cues were generated by a commercial braille cell (b11: B11.cdr 

(metec-ag.de), Metec Ag.) designed for both private and research purposes. This device had 

successfully used in a similar design (Sun and Okada 2019). The braille cell has an array of 2 × 3 

pins that can be individually manipulated on command. The diameter of each pin was 0.7 mm (Min 

tactile force = 17 cN, Dot stroke = 0.7 mm) and the distance between neighboring pins was 2.45 

mm. The braille cell was placed behind the screen at an overlapping position with the visual 

stimulus except in the spatial incongruency condition. The tactile cue was generated by raising a 

single pin and switching it with a neighboring pin.  

In all conditions, participant gaze position was recorded with an Eyelink 1000+ eye tracker 

(SR Research Ltd., ON, Canada) at 1000 Hz. At the beginning of all conditions, the eye tracker 

was calibrated using a 9-point calibration with 25° horizontal and 5° vertical steps from the screen 

center.  

We used a custom MATLAB script to control both visual and tactile devices, record gaze 

position and participant responses. The visual stimulus was controlled using Psychtoolbox 

(Brainard 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, and Pelli 2007). Gaze position was recorded through custom 

functions and the Eyelink toolbox extension of Psychtoolbox. The braille cell was controlled 

through MVBD which is a commercial software developed by the producer company. 

Stimuli 

In all trials there was a peripheral visual target located at 25° horizontal distance from the 

fixation on the same vertical axis. The visual stimulus was a dark gray square subtending an area 

of 0.53° × 0.53° on a lighter gray background. To allow participants to distinguish the different 

conditions, the visual target was presented as a square in the visuotactile conditions and as a 

diamond in the visual only control condition. There was a brief full screen visual noise increasing 

the difficulty of judging visual displacements. The noise consisted of an equal number of dark and 

bright pixels that were randomly arranged for each trial. Thus, the mean luminance of the noise 

was equal to the background luminance.  

In all conditions except in the visual only condition, there was also a tactile stimulus 

accompanying the visual target. The tactile stimulus was generated by raising one of the pins of 

the braille device that was located just under the visual stimulus from the participant’s perspective. 

Thus, the size of the tactile stimulus was 0.7 mm or 0.1°. The tactile displacement was generated 

https://metec-ag.de/downloads/b11-rohs.pdf
https://metec-ag.de/downloads/b11-rohs.pdf
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by retracting the raised pin and raising its neighboring pin at the same time. Thus, the size of tactile 

displacement was equal to the distance between two neighboring pins, which was 4.5 mm or 0.33°. 

Procedure 

Upon signing informed consents, participants were told that they will be helping to test a 

prototype of a new device capable of rendering objects with visual and tactile features. They were 

instructed to fixate on a fixation target and report the direction of the visual displacement (i.e., left 

or right) of the peripheral target. However, they received strict instruction that they should not 

totally ignore or rely on visual or tactile information alone. The experimenter did not mention or 

comment on the congruency of the visual and tactile cues in terms of direction or timing. However, 

at the beginning of the visual only block, the experimenter informed participants about the absence 

of tactile cues. Following the instructions, participants were seated comfortably in front of the 

visual display and placed their chin into the chinrest. Under the guidance of the experimenter, with 

their right arm, they reached to the back of the screen and placed their index finger on the braille 

cell.  

All participants completed five separate blocks in one session. There were two control 

visual and three visuotactile conditions, completed in separate blocks. Hence, each block followed 

the same general trial structure in all conditions. At the beginning of each block, the experimenter 

ensured that participants were properly in contact with the braille cell by completing three test trials 

with the tactile cues without the visual target. Then, participants proceeded to the eye tracker 

calibration. Common to all conditions, each trial started with a fixation check, in which the 

participant had to press the space bar while fixating a fixation target located at the center of the 

display but randomly jittered 1° horizontally in each trial. Following a successful fixation check, 

the fixation target blinked to signal the start of the trial. After a random duration of 500-750 ms, 

the visual target appeared at a 25° horizontal distance from the fixation target. 300 ms after the 

visual target, a brief full screen noise occluded the visual target for 50 ms. Following the occlusion 

period, the visual target reappeared at a horizontally shifted location (4.5°, 3.25°, 2°, 1° either to 

the right or left) or at the same location. The visual target was displayed another 300 ms following 

the occlusion. Participants indicated the direction of the visual displacement with their left hand by 

pressing “F” or “J” on the keyboard for leftward and rightward displacement, respectively. At the 

end of each block, participants were allowed to take a short break if needed. 
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The only difference between the two visual conditions was the spatial alignment of the 

visual target with respect to the braille cell. In the spatially congruent visual condition, the visual 

target appeared on top of the braille cell and the right index finger of the participants from their 

perspective. In the spatially incongruent condition, it appeared at the same horizontal distance to 

the screen center but on the opposite side of the braille cell. In both visual only conditions, the 

visual target either appeared immediately following the brief noise period or after a 300 ms blank 

period to relieve the effect of masking. During the blank period, only the fixation target was present 

on the screen.  

In the visuotactile conditions, visual and tactile cues were spatially, temporally, or 

spatiotemporally aligned. The tactile displacement cues were generated by presenting a single pin 

for 300 ms then switching it with a neighboring pin that stayed raised for another 300 ms. Thus, 

the tactile displacement mimicked the visual displacement except, the size of tactile displacements 

was fixed. The direction of tactile displacements was the same as the visual displacement in half 

of the trials. Thus, the direction of the tactile displacement was uninformative about the visual 

displacement direction. In the spatial incongruency condition, the visual and tactile displacements 

occurred at opposite sides of the screen center. Therefore, in both visual and visuotactile spatial 

incongruency conditions, the visual stimuli located opposite to the participants index finger and 

the braille cell. In the temporal incongruency condition, the visual and tactile displacements were 

spatially aligned but the tactile displacement preceded the visual displacement by 200 ms. 

Participants completed five blocks in random order. Each block contained 180 trials. In the 

visual only conditions, half of the trials had a 300 ms blank period which were not used in the 

current study. Therefore, the visual conditions tested with a single within-subjects factor of spatial 

congreuncy (Spatial Congruency: Aligned vs Misaligned) . The visuotactile conditions followed a 

within-subjects design with one factor determining the spatial and temporal congruency 

(Congruency, Spatial incongruency, Temporal incongruency). The order of trials with and without 

blanking was random. The direction and the size of the visual displacements were fully 

randomized. The direction of the tactile displacement followed a random sequence which was fixed 

for all participants due to equipment restraints. Participants completed 900 trials, 180 trials per 

condition in around 100 minutes.  
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Data Analysis  

Participants were instructed to fixate for the full duration of the trial until the response 

phase. We tracked their gaze location during this period. We discarded trials where the gaze 

location was detected outside of an imaginary square of 3° × 3° around the fixation target. We 

identified and excluded four participants who regularly executed saccades to the visual target. For 

the remaining participants, we only excluded trials that violated our fixation criterion (5.42% of 

trials in all conditions). With the remaining data, we first fitted psychometric functions (cumulative 

gaussians) to the spatially congruent visual only condition which also served as a control condition 

for visual displacement judgments. The estimated PSEs of two participants were outside of the 

measured displacement range. Therefore, we excluded these participants as their psychometric 

functions were not viable for modelling.  

We modeled the visual displacement judgments of participants in the visual only conditions 

by fitting individual psychometric functions separately for blanking and non-blanking conditions 

using Psignifit (Wichmann and Hill 2001). We estimated psychometric functions using normal 

cumulative gaussian functions with a beta prior of 5, 0 lapse rate and asymptote.  

Visual displacement tasks with saccades reported to produce bias opposite to the saccade 

direction (Irwin and Robinson 2018). While our task did not involve saccades, participants were 

always in contact with the braille cell, which could serve as a reference for discerning visual 

displacement direction. This would result in participants having different visual biases or different 

thresholds for the visual information in spatial incongruency and the other visuotactile conditions 

would be different. As a control for any difference in discrimination thresholds and directional bias 

a in visual judgments, we first compared the spatially congruent and incongruent visual only 

conditions (see Supplementary Materials). We did not find any evidence suggesting a difference 

in discrimination threshold or bias in non-blanking trials between the two conditions. Hence, we 

used the spatially aligned visual only condition for estimating the perceptual performance in all 

visuotactile conditions.  

For the visuotactile conditions, we observed large biases in the direction of tactile 

displacement. For some participants, these biases did not allow to estimate a psychometric function 

for the measured visual displacements. Thus, we estimated the perceptual performance in these 

conditions using the tactile and visual displacement cues, detailed in the Modelling section. 
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Analysis and modelling were done with custom scripts in MATLAB 2022a (Math Works Inc.).  

Modeling 

We modelled participant judgments in the visuotactile conditions with a model that is more 

parsimonious than other, more popular models in multisensory integration literature such as 

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE, (Alais and Burr 2004; Ernst and Banks 2002) and causal 

inference (Körding et al. 2007; Shams and Beierholm 2010). Our model linearly combines the 

visual and tactile displacement estimates in the form of weighted summation (Fig. 2). Since we 

manipulated the spatial and temporal congruency of the displacement cues, participants would be 

expected to weight visual and tactile information differently across conditions. Thus, we modelled 

the perceptual judgments in each condition using independent weights for combining the visual 

and tactile information. We directly derived visual estimates from the psychometric functions fitted 

to the spatially congruent visual condition, which was otherwise identical to visuotactile conditions 

apart from the addition of tactile information.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig   2.   Data and model for one participant. First, the visual estimates were derived by fitting a psychometric 

function to the visual only condition (solid line). Then the tactile estimations for leftward tactile displacements 

(green line) and combination weights (Wv) were fitted to obtain a model for visuotactile displacements (gray line) 

with least-squared errors. Blue dots show the observed data in visual only and visuotactile conditions with leftward 

tactile displacements. 

Estimated leftward tactile displacements (ET) 

Estimated visual displacements (Ev) 

Estimated visuotactile displacements (EVT) 

𝐸𝑉𝑇 =  𝑊𝑣  ×  𝐸𝑉 + ሺ1 − 𝑊𝑣ሻ × 𝐸𝑇  
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We estimated the tactile estimates also with cumulative gaussian functions with a mean of 

zero (i.e. assuming no direction bias) and a free parameter for determining the width (i.e., just-

noticeable-difference). Thus, the perceptual judgment for a visuotactile condition (𝐸𝑉𝑇) was 

estimated by linearly combining the visual (𝐸𝑉) and the tactile estimate (𝐸𝑇) with the free weighting 

parameter (𝑊𝑣). 𝐸𝑉 is estimated through psychometric functions using visual displacement 

judgments in the spatially aligned visual only condition. 𝐸𝑇 is estimated for the leftward and 

rightward displacements ([-0.33 0.33]) by a cumulative gaussian function with a mean of 0 and 

fitted standard deviation. Each visuotactile condition was modelled by combining the same visual 

and tactile estimates with a different weighting parameter.  

Results 

From the visuotactile combination models we extracted weights of visual and tactile 

information in each condition, to check how the combination of visual and tactile cues is modulated 

by large spatial or temporal discrepancies. 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the influence of tactile information in the temporal 

incongruency and the congruency conditions. We found that the influence of tactile information 

was correlated in the congruency condition and the temporal incongruency condition (rho(22) = 

0.84, p < 0.001). In other words, there was a linear relationship in how participants weighted the 

tactile information when it was spatiotemporally aligned or when it preceded the visual targets by 

200 ms. In addition, they tended to use more tactile information under temporal discrepancy 

 

Fig. 3. Modelled tactile weights for spatiotemporal congruency and temporal incongruency conditions. Mean 

haptic weights for the temporal incongruency and congruency conditions are presented with error bars showing 

95% confidence interval for congruency (horizontal), temporal incongruency (vertical) conditions. 
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compared to congruency condition. In order to test whether temporal incongruency significantly 

changed the weighting of tactile information, we first standardized the changes in tactile weights 

across visuotactile conditions by applying a Z transformation to tactile weights of each participant. 

A Wilcoxon signed rank on the z-transformed data yielded a significant difference in tactile weights 

(z = 2.128, p = 0.033), suggesting an increase in tactile weighting with temporal incongruency. 

Thus, under temporal discrepancy participants simply increased their use of tactile information 

without altering their overall weighting pattern.  

We followed the same approach and compared the tactile weightings in the spatial 

incongruency condition to spatiotemporal condition (Fig. 4).  

In contrast to temporal incongruency condition, participants seemed to adjust their weighting of 

tactile information independently from the tactile weights in the congruency condition. More 

specifically, while for some participants the weighting of tactile information was increased with 

spatial discrepancy, for others it decreased hinting at individual differences on how participants 

used the spatially discrepant tactile information. In line with this, there was no correlation between 

tactile weights in spatial incongruency and spatiotemporal congruency conditions (rho(22) = 0.35, 

p = 0.103). This relationship was also significantly weaker than the relationship between the 

temporal incongruency and congruency conditions as indicated by the Fisher r to z transformed 

data (Fisher z= 2.706, p = 0.003). In contrast to the temporal incongruency condition, we did not 

observe an increase in tactile weights compared to congruency condition (z = 1.025, p = 0.301). 

 

Fig. 4. Modelled tactile weights for spatiotemporal congruency and spatial incongruency conditions. Mean haptic 

weights for the spatial incongruency and congruency conditions are presented with error bars showing 95% 

confidence interval for congruency (horizontal), spatial incongruency (vertical) conditions.  
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Interestingly, unlike temporal incongruency, the spatial discrepancy seemed to modulate tactile 

weights differently for different observers. 

To further analyze these inter-participant differences, we calculated the change in tactile 

weights in incongruency conditions relative to the congruency condition (Fig. 5). There was no 

correlation between the relative change in tactile weights in spatial and temporal incongruency 

conditions (r(22)= -0.028, p = 0.9). We observed that the tactile weights in  

spatial and temporal incongruency conditions were shifted towards opposite directions for 9 out of 

23 participants (Shaded area in Fig. 5). We tested if these participants form a distinctly separate 

group by comparing the frequency of participants showing different weighting patterns (the four 

quadrants in Fig 5) using an exact McNemar test. However, there was no significant difference 

between the frequency of participants showing different patterns of combination (χ2 = 1.923, p = 

0.166).  

Discussion 

We found that tactile displacement cues can be combined with visual displacement cues 

and influence visual displacement judgments. We modelled the influence of the tactile cues using 

a linear model that combines estimation for visual and tactile unisensory estimates. Our results 

suggest that the weighting of unisensory estimates in cue combination are prone to change in the 

face of large spatiotemporal discrepancy between the underlying unisensory estimates. This is in 

 

Fig. 5. Tactile weights in the incongruency conditions relative to the spatiotemporal congruency condition. Error 

bars show 95% confidence interval for temporally incongruent (horizontal) and spatially incongruent (vertical) 

visual conditions. 
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line with previous research on multisensory integration suggesting that the strength of multisensory 

integration, how likely is to perceive two signals to be belonging to the same source, is dependent 

on the degree of spatial and temporal alignment of the multisensory signals. in general (Lewald et 

al. 2001). We observed that spatial and temporal discrepancies impact differently the weighting of 

individual cues. 

The temporal discrepancy increased the weighting of tactile information but was still 

correlated with the congruent condition. This change in combination weights is to be expected as 

both adults and infants can use temporal discrepancy to segregate different cues (Oster and Werner 

2018). This is also in line with previous studies emphasizing the role of temporal congruency in 

multisensory integration (Harrar et al. 2017; Senkowski et al. 2007; Serwe et al. 2009; Van 

Atteveldt et al. 2006). However, it is important to note that the majority of evidence for the 

importance of temporal alignment stems from studies using auditory and visual cues (Harrar et al. 

2017; Slutsky and Recanzone 2001; Van Atteveldt et al. 2006). These studies suggest an integration 

window of 200 ms for audiovisual stimuli (Slutsky and Recanzone 2001) as opposed to 

visuoproprioceptive cues with a window of 400 ms (Kannape et al. 2019). Crucially, the window 

of integration is not contingent on the physical simultaneity but when the simultaneity of arrival of 

the two signals to the brain (Bresciani et al. 2005). Moreover, different neural mechanisms are 

responsible for binding asynchronous audiotactile cues within different time windows (Zumer, 

White, and Noppeney 2020). Thus, the efficiency of sensory augmentation systems might depend 

on the temporal sensitivity of different neural mechanisms that combine cues from various 

modalities. 

While temporal congruency has systematically shifted the tactile weights, we found that 

spatial discrepancy yielded a very different outcome. We observed that in the face of spatial 

incongruency, tactile weights changed independently from the congruent condition. Interestingly, 

tactile weights for almost half of the participants drastically changed compared to the congruency 

and temporal incongruency conditions. The spatial incongruency altered the combination weights 

for these participants to a degree that the weights for tactile and visual information switched places. 

This is reminiscent of a phenomenon called cue switching, where individual unisensory cues are 

alternatingly used for estimating multisensory signals (Serwe et al. 2009). This interparticipant 

variation could have also hindered any change in tactile weights as a result of spatial incongruency.  
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We further inspected the apparent individual differences caused by spatial incongruency by 

comparing relative weight changes in temporal and spatial incongruency conditions. We did not 

find significantly distinct groups. However, we had a relatively small sample for testing individual 

differences. We encourage prospective studies to check these differences which can stem from 

various innate or developmental factors. For instance, individuals with autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) are less affected from the brightness-weight illusion when judging the weight of visuotactile 

objects (Hadad and Schwartz 2019). Investigating individual differences in cue combination could 

have direct implications for applications such as augmented reality. For instance, the 

spatiotemporal window for cue combination might be smaller for professional or frequent video 

gamers who are experienced with using proximal cues. Similarly, the spatiotemporal window could 

be different or highly variable for patient groups, such as autism spectrum disorder (Feldman et al. 

2018) or schizophrenia (Williams et al. 2010). Additionally, the spatiotemporal window might 

change over the course of treatment for patients recovering from physical injuries. Therefore, the 

development of multisensory displays in general could benefit from studying how spatiotemporal 

combination window varies in both healthy and patient user groups.  

In the current study, we tested the impact of spatial and temporal discrepancies within 

controlled laboratory conditions. While the richness of the rendered environment boosts its realism 

and sensory integration (Bailey et al. 2018), it could lead to a tidier spatiotemporal window as 

multiple cues would be competing for integration and combination (Fleming, Noyce, and Shinn-

Cunningham 2020). Therefore, future studies could address how scene complexity, or the number 

of competing cues modulate the spatiotemporal window for combining cues from different objects 

and senses. 

The rapid advance in technology makes it possible to render realistic experiences for a wide 

range of applications including gaming and digital therapies. These applications augment sensory 

experience by supplementing proximal cues that provide information that otherwise wouldn’t be 

available to users. In this study, we found that the spatiotemporal congruency of visual and tactile 

cues to be a crucial factor for combining visual and tactile information for making visual 

displacement judgments. We argue that temporally discrepancy tips the combination weights 

towards one source of sensory estimate. In contrast, our results hint at potential individual 

differences in how individuals combine spatially discrepant sensory information. Thus, we 
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recommend that multisensory applications assess individual spatiotemporal limits for combining 

sensory cues for improving task performance and user satisfaction for various subpopulations.  
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Supplementary Materials 

Participants performed two visual conditions. In the spatially aligned conditions, the visual 

target appeared directly above their right index finger whereas in the other condition it was at a 

mirrored location. When the index finger is aligned with the visual target, it can serve as a landmark 

and improve visual displacement judgments even in the absence of any tactile displacement cues. 

To test this possibility, we compared the just noticeable differences (JNDs) in the visual only 

conditions without blanking when the index finger was a the same or the mirror location of the 

visual target (Supplementary Fig. 1). A paired sample t-test yielded no significant differences (t(22) 

= 0.577, p = 0.567) indicating that there was no significant improvement due to location of the 

visual stimulus relative to the finger.  

Visual displacement tasks with saccades reported to produce bias opposite to the saccade 

direction (Irwin and Robinson 2018). In both conditions, there was a slight bias to report more 

inward displacements (towards fixation) than outward displacement. However, there was no 

difference in bias between the two conditions (t(22)= 1.175, p = 0.253). Since there were no 

differences in JNDs and PSEs between the non-blanking spatially congruent and incongruent 

conditions, we used the trials from the spatially congruent visual only condition to separately model 

the visuotactile conditions. Our model allows us to measure the weighting of visual and tactile 

information in our participants’ visual displacement judgment separately in spatiotemporal, spatial, 

and temporal congruency condition.

 

Supplementary Fig. 1. PSEs and JNDs in the visual only conditions without blanking. Mean JND and PSE 

presented with error bars showing 95% confidence interval for spatially congruent (horizontal), spatially 

incongruent (vertical) visual conditions and their comparison (diagonal). 
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